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COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL C.'...LOWAY COUNTY NEWS

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, March 29, 1945
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Vol. XV; No. 13

Monty's Forces Join Race For Berlin;
U. S. 1st and 3rd Armies Reported To
Be 225 Miles From German Capita!
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TWENTY-FIGHT TO
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NEXT TUESDAY ,

YOUR ritomtissive HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Pre-Induction Group
Scheduled to Leave
On Next Day

An Easter Tribute
To Calloway Men
Who Are Casualties
Of World War II

Joseph R. Gupton,
Retired Merchant,
Died Early Sunday

TOMMY W. HARRIS
KILLED IN GERMANY

Russian Armies
AcedbvuasnicselvonrecEkaedst;
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Mrs. Plinty Farris
Dies In Clinic
This Morning
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Formerly of Signal
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together.
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WRIGHT SILVER POLISH
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Identification Bracelets
Diamond Rings
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smudges. Large site.
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Vigoro
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BOOK CLUB'MEETS
WITH MRS. SWANN
The Book Club of the American
Association of University Women
met Monday evening with Mrs.
Warren S. Swann at "Swanstadt."
Miss Ella Weihing gave interesting
reviews of " Cluny Brown" by
Margery Sharp, and "The Immortal Wife" by Irving Stone.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Visitors included Mrs.,
Hortense Vaughn of Jackson, Miss.,
Mrs. Zeb A. Stewart of Owensboro,
Miss Suzanne Snook of Washing.'
ton. D. C., Miss Virginia Hay, Mrs.
J. G. Weihing, Mrs. G. B. Scott,
Miss Ann Herron and Miss Bertie
Frye.

.The Murray. Star Chapter 433, ley, Mr$. F. B Outland, Mre,
0.E.S., invites all Master Masons, Katherine Kirk. Mrs. Joe Ryak
their wives, mothers, daughters and Mrs. Wilbert Outland. Mrs. W. S.
The Woman's Society of Chrissisters
to "open house for Master Swann. Mrs. George Gatlin, Miss,
29
Thursday, March
"
tian Service held the last session of
Masons
and their ladies" on Fri- Eleanor .-Catlin. Mrs_ Ed Frank
MurThe faculty eneemble of
the Mission Study class on Tuesday
day
evening,
April 6, at 8 p.m: at Kirk,' Miss Virginia Hay, Edwipa.
ray State, ,Ciellege_ will preeeet a afternoon at .the First Methodiet-•
- Kirk -end Nancy Outland, and Mrs.
the
Meseree
Hall.
cooped in Recital Hall at. 8:15 p. Church.
Ti]beds.
. .
•
honoree
was
the.
recipient
of
The
invited.
_ p
m.
,
After Mrs. Max Hurt had con- nice and useful gifts. -LUNCEON
HONORS
MRS.
MR. AND SIRS. SNOOK
ducted the devotional part of the
Refreshments of ice cream and ZEB A. STEWART
s4ented at session, Mrs. Gordon Lee, teacher
urdss
a-y
ill illa
berephrv3
Peter Sleaatn
CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
cake were served.
A Oration, William Mason Johnson:
the College Auditorium at 8:15 p. from Pond Creek, Okla., told of the
A.group of friends met at the
Games furnished entertainment
poetry reading, Harry Neal: prose
Mr. and Mrs. S_. J. Snook, 3250
home and school life of the Okla- during the hours.
home of Mrs. Ed Filbeck last Madison s•.reet, Paducah. entertainreading, John Stanley Shelton; exhorna Indians. The subject for
thursday for a -covered dish" ed informally
Monday, April 2
temporaneous speech, Joe 'Earl
Tuesday ,everehg,
study- v.,as "Indian • Leadership."
luncheon honoring , Mrs. Zeb A. March 20, in car-brain:in of their
EASTERN STAR MEETS AT
St. LAU'S Sinfonic tta will premenologue„
Roberson; dramatic
Various members of the class 'took
Stewalt of Owensboro.—who is a fietieth wedding anniversary.
MASONIC HALL
sent a program ,of classical and
Ann Lowry. Adding much to the
part in presenting the lesson.
guest in the Filbeck home. An
modern symphonic music in Murprogram was a violin solo by Miss POTTERTOWN HOMEMAKERS
Quantities of yellow roses, snapMurray
Star
O.E.S.
Chapter
433.
At the close of the lesson there
infeemat afternoon was enjoyed. dragons, jonquils, yellow candles,
ray State College Auditorium at
Nancy Wolfson accompanied by MEET WITH MRS. WICKER
in
regular
Tuesday
met
session
was presented an instructive and
Miss Ann Lowry, and selections by
Those present . ineluded
Mrs. and a tiered wedding cake were
Homemakers' 8:15 pm.
The
Pottertown
entertaining .playlet of three scenes, evening at Masonic' Hall. tete
Stewart, Mrs. J. B. Hay Sr., Mrs. used as decorations. A small
the Training School quartet com- Club met Thursday at the home of
Tuesday. April 3
"The Indian in the Post-War - chapter opened in regular ferm
E.' S. Diuguid. Sr., Mrs. Vernon group of close friends caHed durposed of Gus Robertson, Jr., Joe Mrs. Ruth Dallas Wicker with Mrs.
The general meeting of the World," composed and directed by 1 with Mrs. Margery Crawford, worStubblefield, Sr.. Miss -Mary Ship- ing the evening.
Hal Spann, Harry Neal and Ralph Jim Cook as cohostess. Lunch was
W.S.C.S. will be held at the Meth- Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, assisted by , thy matron, and. Nix ,. Crawford,
_
Boyd. At the time of the pro- served to 11 members, the home
Miss Fraeees Sexton and Mrs. Rob- 1 Worthy patron, presiding. The fldg
odist church at - 2:30 p:m.
gram ratings in the Music Fes- demonstration agent, Miss Rachel
of the United States was presented,
in
Farmer,
ert
Roy
,,
Barnwell.
Ners.
W.M.s
.
the
ot
Circle
The-West
tival had not been given.
Rowland, and one visitor, Mrs. Hill
pledge of allegiance given, fol.
First Baptist church, will ,meet at Indian costume, took the part of the
Preceding the program Miss Ella Gardner.
pawed by a prayer for peace by
2.30 o'clock at the home, of Mrs, the elderly grandmother from the
Weihing, chairman, conducted the
The meeting was called to order
Indian reservation. Mrs. Tip Doran`t Mrs. Ila Mae Copeland. The degrees
A. D. Russell.
,
routine business session.
by the vice-president, Mrs. Cora
grandmo- of the order were conferred upon
SEE
The 'South Circle, W.M.S., Frist represented the Indian
Refreshments were served by the Lee McCuiston, and business was
ther as a young lady, and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Miller.
hostesses, Miss Hazel Tarry, Mrs.- dispensed with in the usual man- Baptist church, will meet at 2 p.m. Bryan Tolley represented
After the closing ceremony the
the
J. W. Carr, Mrs. E. B. Houston, ner. The leeson, "Preparing the at the home of Mrs._ Attie Miles on grandMother as a young mother refreshment committee, ,composed
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Co.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry and Miss Kath- Chair for the Slip Cover," was giv- Maple street.
Indian children, Frances of Mrs. Margery Crawford, Mrs.
The Woman's Assoelation, of the with two
leen Patterson.
en by Mrs. Clayburn McCuiston.
Lee Farmer and Sandra Glasgow. Ruth Williams and Nix Crawford.
PHONE 601 •
Presbyterian
chetrete
will
meet
at
• • •• •
Members reported that all had doMiss Frances Sexton and Mrs, served refreshments to 30 mem•
"INSURANCE
230
o'clock
at
the'
het:le-e'en
Mrs.
THAT INSURES"
MRS. WOLFSON IS SPEAKER
nated to the Red Cross. During-tffe4
rnwell were modern Indians. bers and two visitors, Mrs. TalBILLINGTON BROS.
E. C. JONES
CONN MOORE
AT ZETA MEETING
recreation period quiz programs Clark Harris with Mrs. E. B. Luds. Gingles Wallis sang "The Madge Crawford, Esther Chapter
week- as program leader.
GAYLON TREVATHAN
were enjoyed.
Blue Water," whiTe'Wm 5,. and Mrs: Waldrop. Trenton
Land
of
the
Sky
--Mrs. A. M. Wolfson .was the
The Delta Department of the .
ting will be on
The next
Mrs. 0.-±". Ifieek's Played soft Indian *Chapter Nee 305.
guest speaker at a dinner meeting April 19 at elle home of Miss Delia Woman's Club will meet at the
Music. An interesting collection of
•••••••••mo•••••4•••••••••••••••.••• •
ef the Zeta Department of the Outland. Members are urged to be club house at 7:30 p.m. ••••;••••.••
•
•
rare Indian relics loaned by Mr.
Murray Woman's Club which was present and visitors are welcome.
F.
Mrs.
A.
and Mrs. L. Robertson,
Wednesday,
April
4
•
•
•
•
•
held at the club house on ThursThe Marylouise Baker Circle of Dseran and others, was shown.
day
evening,
March 22. Mrs. PENNY HOMEMAKERS MEET
There were 39 members and 13
the
W.S.C.S. will meet at 3:30
Wolfson's subject was -1"he Dum- WITH MRS. J. E. WALDROP
visitor; present.
o'clock
at
the
home
of
Sara
Sambarton Oaks Conference', arid her
Mrs. J. E. Waldrop opened her mons.
discussion
was both interesting
The regular meeting of the P- PEGGY eEAN BAILEY HAS
and informative. The speaker wo home to the Penny Homemakers
MARCH 21
introduced - by
Miss
Charlotte- Club for an all day meeting March TA will be :held at the High School BIRTHDAY PARTY
IS. 'The ladies are enthusisastieally at 3:30 p ni
Owen.
Peggy Jean Bailey of 1006 West
Misses Neva Grey Langston and doing their share- in salvaging old
_
Thursday. April 5 .
Maio . street.. entertained several
Madge Patterson acted as hostesiesTfierneru-tee etc., thereby seeing nee/ _The
Wednesdays afternoon,
rd.tin. Club._ will hold the I/ nests
for the .dinner which was'served at .mal,erials for More essential
April meeting at the clutilioiese $4 March 21, in celebrating her tenth
and
rockers
unused
Several
spring
tables
decorated
with
at 2:30 o'clock.
birthday from 6:30 to ft o'clock.
Miss Rowchairs were inspected
flowers,
land and one of our project leadens. Mrs. Evert -Norsworthy, gave instruction on "Strengthening and
e
the
Streamlining, or Preparing
Tetaairs for Slipeoseigcsa-shrei- -"Mir--4----You'll lead the Easter Parade by choosing your
terials and Finieh.es TO; Slipcoveis."
A pot luck lunch was served at
rnent of the Woman's Club were
entertained Saturday afternoon at
their meeting- at the club house
by contestants of Murray High
and Murray Tri;aing School who
received a rating of superior in
the Regional Speech Festival which
was held at Murray' State College
last Friday, The. program was as
follows:..

Covers weee,laid for the 'following members and guests: Mesdames Pat Wallis, Heron West, Tom
Rowlett. Sam Goodman, Cecil Ferris, Norman Wofford, Charles Kellett, James Lassiter.' C. W. Kemper, .Bernard Bell, Maurice
Fulton, Winifred Fissell,
Ryan,Her
T. M. MeReynotiTeeerohn T. Irvan,
E. L. Noel, Floyd Griffin, L. D.
Miller, G. B. Scott, and, A. M.
Wolfson, Misses Audrey Oliver,
Neva Grey Langston, Madge Patterson, Eleanor Gatlin, and Charlotte Owen.

Social Calendar

W-S-CS. CONCLUDES;STUDY.
ON AMERICAN INDIAN

- Those present were Dorothy.. Jean
Parker, Wanda Sue Parker, Mary
Helen Carson. Betty Claire Ruse
sell. Nancy Catherine Crider, Aleoe_
Rhudet, and the hostesses Mrs.
Jean
Reba
Carter Bailey uad
• •-

For All Kinds Of Insurance and
Real Estate

The Murray Insurance and Realty Co.

MAGAZINE CLUB MEETS
WITH MRS. MELLEN
Mrs. F. D. Mellen was hostess
Thursday afternoon at her home to
the Magazine Club. Mrs. George
Upehurch, president, presided.
The program' -wee- presented ber
Mrs. E. B. Houston using as her
topic "The Mediterranean, Its Geography. Its History, Its Influencee"
The discussion was introductory
to the year's study which is on
"Places and Peoples of the Mediterranean."
During the social hour delightful refreshments were sereed by
the hostess.

Ar.PHA.s

HEAR HONOR
CONTESTANTS IN SPEECH
FESTIVAL, SATURDAY
Members of the Alpha Depart.

•

•

Fashions!

clothes from the NATIONAL STORE.

The club 'was called to order
again for a short business session.
_Mrs. .1_ E. Waldrop read an instructive paper on Landscaping.
The reading chairman, Me& r Garnet
Loafman, brought the Pacific Isles,
where some of our boys are; to us
in the Rocking Chair Tour.
The next meeting will be held at
the home of Mn. Harbard H. Jetton,' the afternoon of April 16
The lesson will be "Making Slipcovers". 'Everyone cordially invited.

Dresses, coats, suits, hate — a
springtime wardrobe which will
carry you on into the iummer. .

U.D.C. MEETS WITH
MRS. P. W. ROBERTS
The J. N. Williams Chapter,
United Daughters of .the Confederafternoon.
acy, met '; Wednesday
March 21, at the home of Mrs. W.
P. Roberts with Miss Hazel Tarry.
Miss Cappie Beak, Mrs. George'
Hart, Mts. Tom Banks, Sr. and
Miss Lula Clayton Beale as co,
hostesses.
Mrs. W. S. Swann ,presided in the
the
absence- of the 'chelereane an
meeting opened with the ,ustial
Mrs. Henry Elliott
flag salute.
gave a leer on "Booby's Railgere,
and Mrs. W. P. Roberts spoke :en"Freed om." Miss -hula
forma
Mrs. Gingles
Clayton Beale an
accompanied by Mrs. Roy
Farmer. ,entertained with a group
of familiar songs. An added, feature of *the program was the seeging of songs by a group of neighborhood children including Frances
Lee Farmer, Patricia Shelton. Mary
Helen Watere, Betty Charles :Rondurant, Carolyn Wallis, Ann Fin•
negan, and Dan Boliz. Mrs. M. D.
Holton was the accompanist. •
A Party plate was served by the
hostesses to members and the foliose/nig visitors: Mrs. George Gat'Mrs, Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.,
Mrs. Roy 'Farmer. Mrs. James Dulaney, Mrs. Jack Beale. Mrs. ,Ray
Finnegan, and Mrs. Margaret Ruth
Boaz.

•

•

The
Perfect
Coat ... by
•

•

"THE COLOR
IS AS TRUE
AS WHEN THE DRESS WAS NEW"
Prinue pastels and colored dresses retain their cm n true
brightness tv lien treated to our reliable dry cleaning process
. . that gets out the dirt hut preserves the color! Immediate
-,--dry cleaning, %hen necessary will help prolong the longevity
and trim appearance of your clothes . . at an economy price.
To •help save tires and gas . . call for and bring in your
•
clothes.

Coats
Pp to $29.95

Experts in Cleaning and
Laundering

Dresses
Up to $16.95

-SUPERIOR" IN NAME
-SUPERIOR- IN SERVICE
Hats
Up to $4.95

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS

"I'm Taking Mrs. Bunnie Out to
Easter Dinner"
•

4

Straight as a .blade and
beauti-ful over everything

i Take a tip frotn the Easter Bunnie and take
your -Mrs.- and All the family to Sunslay Dinner at RUDY'S.:

Sikes

• COATS

you own.

Swansdown tailors it exquisitely wit
detail in a purr wool suede fabric.

4

• DRESSES

On the Menu you'll find

gentle

• SHOES

FRIED CHICKEN
HAM
FRESH VEGETABLES

10 to 18.

AS FEATURED IN HARPER'S
BAZAAR — EXCLUSIVE WITH

LAMB'S LEG
EGGS
DESSERTS
SALADS

US

IkU,N2's

Murray Fashion Shoppe

GRADE "A" RESTAURANT

MRS. I. H. KEY

, MISS EFFIE WATSON

Children's Department

"IF IT'S TO BE HAD — WE HAVE IT"

West Main Street

I.

National
Stores corp.
•

4
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FACULTY MEMBERS PRESENT
Miss Barbara Shackelford. Chat.
O. L Broach: her sister, was with
Miss Suzapne Snook of Washilig• ten.
veterans.
I •
overcome. She is still under the
CLUI3 PROGRAM
tanoogie Tenn. will arrive Fre ! ton, D. C. visited friends in.Murherfor 'several days receutly.
Mrs. Slim Kelley ar4 AiOn RonThe present quarter ends June 1. care of a doctor. but as her con-•
_ •
nie left WedneOtty to join her Summer session first term opens dition shows , some improvement
Mra. C. M Hood is Visiting with day afternoon to Spend the week- , ray the first, of the week.
Mts. Wid. Ellison Martha RobAt .the regular me4ting- of the.
her
pare:,:-.
end
with
'id Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.. .fla
.
ymond Ham- husband, Pv1,--Sanuiel L. Kelley June 4 and the second term begins relatives ere hopeful that she Will
Music .Club which was herd Tues- erteoni left last Friday for Nash- her sister. Mrs. L. H. Bei-cab'.
Qury Shaeketford. -Mond and Children. Galen and who is yjeth the Military Police July 12.
day evening. March 20. at the ville-Where she has accepted a and family at Arlington.
be up and about again soon,
Mrs. Robert I3eddoe will arrive Charlotte. of 'Jackson, Tenn.. were at Tulle Lake, Calif.
elnliheuse .those present Were de- pesitiOn in the advertising departMrs. Carl Hooke of the county
. and Mrs. Clyde George' and
lightfully •entertained with e pro- menf of',Cain-Slow Company.
has been the guest of Mr. Mid MrS• Saturday from Galveston, Tex. for Sunday guests of Mrs. Hammond's
MRS. B. W. MOCASLIN ILL
is. Jack
Wheeler of Louisville
grani-by • members of the music
MM 2-C Sherrill Outland ar- A. - 0 We-Ods this Week. Mrs. a -vtsit with her,sisters, Mrs. George grandparents, Mr. arid Mrs.' T. W:
-end with Mr. and
Mrs. Hammond. is
e spent the. week'
faculty of Murray State College. rived' Tuesday from Rhode. Island Hooke*,ita4arid is zi Geruiena. lepehurch and Mrs. Mavis Morris. Fain.
The many friends and acquaintother felaUves.
The program was as follows:
.daughter of the Rev. G. Cya n of Mrs. R. E. Kelley and other relato spend several days with his paMrs Leslie Putnam, left yester; and
ances of Mrs. B. W. MeCaslin, fortives.
Gives
City.
Jclfersun
•
Mu.
is
renteMr.
ftralefre.--Feal
-Outten& atiaY for-Gcrifhorte Mt.a•-•-in 'sPiTttl
'POlorraise and Bedintrre. J. S:
afry. 1. W. Rog.
" in'""
merly of this city, but now residing
Mrs. Walsie Lew of Detroit is
Mrs.-Outland, who had been visit- the Easter
•Bach--George. E Morey. flute.
vacation
with her this week speaking in several &ApREADINGS
LIFE
Greenville,
401
Park street,
at
ee:ks with e tier
K. ing.her husband in Rhode Island. daughter. Mrs. H. L. tarter and tist churches in Mission Institute" spending two
Pepillenee Schumann.-- Patricia
Tenn.. will regret to learn that
...
He expects to be back for Ins reg- mother. Mrs
ury Miller, of 'Lynn
'accompanied him home. Another -Mr. Curter.
•
e
Merrill. piano
Special Readings ... 50c
Mrs. MeCaslin has been confined
m.reee
Mrs. S. Seay of Mayfield was ular appointment at Memorial Grovue
•
Rondo. Tchubert - -Friedberg- son of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Outland.
•
to
her
bed
with
illness
for
the
past
Hours 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Baptist
Church Sundae. ,
Pet..PogueOttland. is somewhere the Week-end guest of her daugh.
al- Rosalind Crass, a teacher in
Merle T. Keeler..
five weeks. She has suffered -a
Located at
ranee with a .fiel4 hospital tereMrs. Vie
Miss Frances hien°. alto is teach:.
Bardstown
schools,
will
arrive
nervous breakdown with a weak•
7-Serenade. Op.'.16:rDolanana
'i- ambulance Motor company.
Mrs. If. L Carter, daughter of ing in Covington. Ky.. will arri
fonight. for a visit with her paThe spring -quarter at ,Murray ened heart condition that has
Merl‘-, T. Kesler. violin. Charlene
-and
Fridity'ircoriting
spend the
-rents, Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Crass of State opened :Tuesday. March 20, caused her to experience smothWend5. 3
Michael eed-peeee T
Morey.
Durktw. 'cello: •Geofge
with her parents. Mr. :Mend 'd Mrs. Nortn Seventh street.
Room 13
Pan will fly to Neeer-Never-Lar.d teachieg at Pair Christian. Mies.
with 'an enrollment .of 366, a 23 ering sensations that have been
Puliamsj
. Miss Sue Upchurch of Bell- per cent increase over the 298 why very depressing and difficult to
.
•
• Satur
clajcright at the college eudl- alivelille Mrs. Carter was chosen H. I. Sledd.
Frank toriurn
, Fantasia. Toirrnenjure
by the Mississippi Coast Directors
D. B. Orr of Brueeeten, Tenn., who flower. III.. and Miss Elizabeth Fay enrolled
-- ------for the 1944 spring term,
Praia trumeet
•
attend as a delegate is a guest of hoe-m
- other Mr. Rosie Upchurch of Mt. Olive. Ill, will
.
Cpl. Beale but hied of'Forl Knot AssoCiation to
according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis HesiRaindo
_ the
Muracal
Qmirtet it, miner, op. 25
Educational
Na- Orr uf Hazel. was a business visit- stk. tid Easter week-end with their
spent the week-end in Murray. tie
ter. registrar.
Brehms_-Merle T voia
Zingaresi
Convention at Jackson.
parents. Mr. arid Mrs.. George
or here Tuesday.
Was -eccolnp.ineed on his return to
Registration for students already
lien Adams of the MidWay cornKesler. si ern. Cheri. tie Durkee Ft. Knee by Mrs. Ouilend who will
eir<fdabel G. Pullen, who has Upchurch.
enrolled was- . held on Saturday.
Within a feu short months termites CAL 11 Cause e%tensive &image to
seriou.ely ill in the boa'cello. George E Morey. viola. make- her home in Elliabethtown money
it 'in Detroit for- some time, has .Mr. and Mrs. Stanley 'Futrell and March ID. and yegistration fer
your property. Annually termites damage property in excess of
new
presentpltal: He wee_ etritken Settled
Jean Bridges. pieeo
returned to her home on Murray Miss Sue Fulrell are spending this students took place on
1.50,000.000. Regardless of the season of the year, TERMINIX exter the
.
Monday.
while atlwork at his heme.
week in Hazelhurst. Miss, sie the
Route 1.
pertly trained inspectors can detect this damage in your property.
Accompanists were Jean Bridges.
March 19. • Students have an opMr. and Mrs. Guthrie Churchill and Mrs Adams have a
Avail yourself of this service today just as over one million prop. Joe
Mrs. Mary Chambers of Floral. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Deitsel Bell. giortunity to register. before
Mary Keor C R- -MCGavern.
March
isituznect Monday night from Belerty •auers base done since 1927. This TERMINIX inspection serdermanx, Ark_ is viettIng friends in the
Grownups, es well as _child:v.0.-1e for
Mrs G T _Hacks. ehatiernan. pre- lmore. Md.- W.- Churchill re- Booker Adapts wbo
credit.
vice Is free-e%ithout coat or obligation to you Call today.
twit the wickei county. She will •spend sonic timePete Pan will
enjoy Peter Pan at the col,
sidtd. end, refreshments were cellThe
student
body
is
made
up
of
tie underwent an appendec- Gehl. James
• et the college with her daughter. Mrs. Madeline. lege auditorium 'Saturday night 'it regular
eereed demi.: the social hour by tomy i rithar city and Mrs. ChurcMURRAY LUMBER CO., Phone 262
students from last querHiggins. and her son Corbel dham- 8:15.
ahe hose-res. Mr- C R McGavern. hill went to Baltimore to be at auditorium' • turday night.
• • ter, teachers who have taught this
Authorized Representative of Ohio Valley Termini' Corp.
A •req.& this week from Mrs. Ro6 bers of Golden Pond. Ky.
Mrs.'Von B. Dunn of Dresden, bchool year and who
Mrs. Gmgles Welke_ Mrs: W: S. his 'bedside. Mr. Churchill will reeare taking
who is M Orlando. Fla.
Christenberry
Mrs. Effie
of Tonne will spend the - week-end additional college work, transfers
Swann end Mrs Waylon 'Rayburn main in Murray fur seVeral weeke.
that- -she was Improving Tarmingtine- Reute 2, who has been with
Mr. and Mrsth • - 11
• • d returning
Mns Charles Hoskins is
Mason has not been in good in Detroit with her daughter. Mrs.. Hurt CI Olive street.
.
MURRAYAN'S ATTEND PARIS
et her, parents Mr. and Mrs. W. health for several
/
,
///AWK4M6914,,,44464*44*/.4164*
,
/%9***WATI.***Pa***/**AMKAA4,
44,4
'
Cpl..
,
Roscoe.i
'and
eons,
Mrs.
weeks.
Chas.
Miss
and
H.
W.
Clark.,
Miller
and
-, C Hays.
•"T'E.A. AND FLOWER SHOW
Marilyn Mason is with her mother. Wilson. and C. B. Chrestenberreo dauehier, Anne Clanton, arrived
Stories
told
to
by
ling.
The Paris • Garden Club was hos:
Mes Arthur Like. of St. Louis, has returned to her Farmington Monday from Mineral Wells. Tee
Pen will be Me. is the guest
tees_Tuescley afternooti al a flower her children in Pt:
-.to spend a ten day furlough woe
of her sister, Miss horns
a
feature
at
hge Saturda
ehew and tea at the_henag, of Mrs.
leensa 'Parker of beiner. miss
Peter Pan will play his pipes Mr. and Mrs. Greg Miller and Mi
t
.e
S. J. Routon. , Guests inCluded nighizedx
Parker and Mrs. Like were visit- calling for spying lu-Line &our - and Mrs.
aCtliicnatoronp. Ciii
Mr.
Mrs. Bert Wyatt of ors
friends. from -Murray end MeKenus this office Wednesday stiAannotnedn
dq night at 8:15.
WI
Meet
were we;tsic-end guests
are,- .
/11*//AVW/1110104.011111AWAIMMWOOSIM~APWA06~/.444.4///7
/..**WOW/A4//••••//••••91(49•Me/..W///////
of
Mrs.
Wyatt's
eiller.
Mrs.
E.
C
attrttgiortItt
Thoet frrer,Mtirrty
civerbey and
VSLIMM -MPActi-n-er- H, e7-esirr
Ztrar, - of 11:6's.
ohn
Q. Weather. Geresetteereetes wee
56
Street was called
Teni
Tyree. -E..f
Rude
B. Tuesday because .of the: death of
her st.seee Mrs. Sallie Pierce_ Mrs
117
Raney.
1*.id. Maurice
J G. Weill- Pierce died in Chicago. but th,
inlz. A M W:lfsrerK C' Frazee. body was returned to Paris WedR. fieltebbine L M Overbey. M. needay for burial. Her sister. Mrs
G. Harris- d
s. Rea Dunluo
appie Boale Neerel Lee Whitnell Chicago. accompanied the body to
e
"
Lydie Wt.71' !.Vi,it.ing and Paris.
For the convenience of down town shoppers SOME Plants and Novelty
Mrs.
Mat'
Carter.
•
fdrrnerly
et:
y• Grace
Wa
Christine Bradley.. daughter sit
The Easter Tradition is a lovely one not to be forsaken.. DressGardens will be placed in the GIFT SHOP.
.
- Mrs. W R. Smith. Itarritipl.
LYNN GROVE WSCS
ing
up
for this most beautiful of all/Xys is part of a heritage. We've
resides en.„Pascegeella.
SF•
SERVED DINNER MONDAY
always been proud of our Easter/collections, and this year is no exwas empleyed with the hosier
TE7
SC-S -ef "the 'Lynn' Gf v.. 'fr.f7E, here taitir -. she. le7ft ab
ception. America's top talent designs for Gladys Scott's. We have the
ever. yearee ale,
di
Chur.t. w7.
Mrs. Carter s
Meth
that sum up Easter's Fashion Story . .. and all Special Occasclothes
r. Mrs, Lore-rue Goff. .resides in
115-I'111 the Murray- mese-dee Creech, were -es
ions.
Kiseei•sula too.
J T Taylor was at home suf-,
much elee-ed, with the suppsrt
fering from a severe cold this
they r.velved.
-They served dinner to about 125 week. -•
t
J D. Putdom is in the clinic re, •
people
thy.y expressed their
uppieeeatien
ell these who furn- ceiving timatinents.
Peter Pan will be given it the
woiteei
ished
•...id
cellege auditorium Saturday nigh: I
to, th-se who a:-- with tbern
"
•
Murray, Ky.
"The Fashion Shop for Women"
, Ws.•W.• V. -Gingles continues ill
SERVICE CIRCLErISTATS •
%.0 her home iperth of. Penny. Mr_
TUESDAY AFTERNOON' - 7
//,
•44*4**16.
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LOCALS

MUSIC

Professor Davis

366 Register For
1945 Session at
Murray

THU1
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,'t5t sEA,L,

SPEND
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• Sean:
-statione
Friday
G
with hi
street,
friends.
e V-12 gi
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day nig
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Freemarr Hotel

TERMINIX TERMINATES TERMITES
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ASK FOR FREE INSPECTION
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Flowers
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'for Spring
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Nic
hard
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with
poultr
and g
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one at

We
ottu
eats

Hir.

Offic,

T.repl

Those who can, come to the Shop at 8th and Olive where
there will be more plants to select from

.75kas Scott's

Murray Nursery & Florist

•
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•

Servee Carele mkt at
Church Tuebu ,
Fleet Clan
aftertos.r, ee 1th Mrs W. Joe-Gibtun. Mrs, 011ie Bareett and Mrs. I
Jack Fanner a•
Mrs Rupert Rieke preaided. arid
:he pr- grerr. watt given by Mrs
Hurreneg,r
by Mee:
1. M Os.:fee ot,ci Mrs
Overbey
Th.' subject was
500t'5-CsI : Diffic:At Time, '
Sc-freshreeets were s5-rvs
hostesiss ducing thc• socia.
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UNITED STATES
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Thiseweeeiatife Kelly Rose all %mil doeskin suit with
its i-flirn skirt and soft, tollarless ja, ket. makes Its
debut in ('harm and in Glamour appears akain . . .
its success is assured, for it is one of tie most is carthis of Betty Rol.e spring fashions. Sizes 9-15,

ras,ilaTu56

How.?
Et;Yrucky

From Littleton's
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• SEAMAN BLAINE SYKES
SPENDS LEAVE IN MURRAY

_
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I•
I

Peter Pan'at College' The Pin Ever
!Auditorium March 31
Should KOINV

Seaman 1-c Blaine Sykes, Navy,
-stationed- in New -York. wilt- leave ;
Friday after 'spending a leave here I
•
with his father, W. D. Sykes, Broad
relatives and
street, and
other
friends.. Searnan Sykes is in the
a V-12 group.
A dinner, honoring Seaman Sykes
was given by his father Wednesday night with immediate membbrs
of the family being present.

111

t,,Yrr

Dr. J. J. Dorman
Graduate Veterinarian
605 Olive Street
Telephone 560
•HEADQUARTERS FOR
1 Standard Parts for All Cars!

to
at

Murray Auto Pa
B.

W. F. Miller

ty

Telephone

REAL
•

ATE FOR
SALE

Wendy Darling is shOwn here
darning stockings for the Lost
Boys in the Never-Never Land,
who have''adia
)ptd . her as their
mother. The role of Wi.nciy is
played by Jennifer Bunker.
When the
Claire Tree
Major
Children's Theatre.. of New York
presents "Peter - Pan" at the College
Auditorium on
Saturday.
March 31, at 8 pm., the various
rotes in .the drama will be .taken
by adult and very able actors and
actresses chosen for their youthJul_ grace and _artistic sense an
trained by expert directors. It is
indeed a rare opperfunita- that the
people of this section of Kentucky
and Tennessee will lave .this week
wizetiti-a ,play' 'such as "Peter
Pan, a masterpiece of literature
and one of the. highest_ .lype., of
deprna. presented by a company
which is the best of its kind in the
United States:

•
/ Nice house and 7 acres on
hard surface road. Located
3 1-2 miles north of Murray. This is a modern home
with electric lights; nice
poultry house, smoke house
and garage.
This little-Taim
— is well
fenced and will make someone an ideal home.
We have this and many
other bargains in real
estate.

Work Or Else
Compromise Is
Made By House

Eeach day tae public is seeing
the hum rabic disitarge pin that
is being worn by men and women
who have been given discharges
from the military service.
For
awhile no one knew the pin and
men and women who wore it were
,•tared at and questioned concerning
the civilian uniform.
Recently SI man wearing this
pin, and standing in a (-roe ded hiss
was questioned
by a
woman.
"Young man, is by aren't you in
uniform and serving over seas
nitti the other felolws?"
The
young man with pain in his eyes
replied, "My good lady, when you
write to your friends overseas, ask
them to please look for the leg that
I left over there".
The %%email could have easily
seen the pin that he was Wearin't
as he stood in the vehicle. That
pin would have explained that the
young man had given much of his
precious life to the cause of
straightening things out over 'there.
Ii, •

Peace Rumor Started
In Capitol Is Called
.4 Misunderstanding'
_Auothr.r.."peace" rumor swept the

-T-5 W. P. TIM" RUSSELL
AWARDED BRONZE STAR

/

The House nas approved a compromise work-or-else bill that provides stiff peaalties for workers as
we'll as employers' who violate it.
The bill, passed in the lower
chamber after a hot debate, provides penalties against workers
who leave essential jobs and to
employers who violate fixed manpower ceilings. The measure was
worked out by Senate and House
conferees.'
The original House measure provided penalties against workers.
A Senate version changed it to
impose the penalties against the
employers. Now, the compromise
bill incorporates the penalty features of both.
The House vote approving the
conference bill was 167 to 160. It
came after considerable debate.
Representative Short, of Missouri,
claimed "this is tryanny and slavery brought tin to date."
The bill still must be passed by
the Senate.
•
•
Coal Disputes
Meanwhile, the coal wage dispute has taken a new turn. Negotiations between soft coal operators
and miner
representatives have
bean interrupted at the request of
labor secretary Frances Perkins.
Sht's asked them to meet with
her at 4 o'clock this afternoon. The
Miners are scheduled to take a
strike vote tomorrow. There's no
indication immediately just what
Madam Perkins wante to' eltscuss
but the first ,step in government
intervention in the coal dispute
probably would be for the Secretary of Labor to certify it to the
War Labor Board.

Ray Brownfield's
Division Received
Special ReCognition

- - - trained organization and I arn sure
Company "D" will continue to re.
ceive many more 'laurels during
the present conflict:

Mrs. Rosa Russell of 1302 West
Main street was notified Wednesday that her son, T-5 Wesley P.
(Dub) Russell has been awarded
the Bronze Star.
The letter follows:
T-5 Wesley P. Russell has been
awarded the Bronzea_Star for Meritorious service in ronnection -with
military opeeations against in enemy of the USA: sk member of the
regimental
Graves
Registration
Team during the period Notiember
8, 1944, to February. 22, 1945. Ta5
Russell aided materially in the
prompt clearance of the battlefield Ile 'quickly airthelactieal situation permitted.
His eager unflaging devotion to
duty under ardorous- Combat' oonditions refltelf great credit on T-5
Russell and Lon . the Military Service.
RUSselt - entered - the 'service- - in
July, 1942, and has keen oversee
since August, 1944.
fore induction he was assitsant coach at
Murray High School.
-

E. Montefusco,
Lt. Col., 11th Int Comdg

R., G. Ayers,
Colonel, 11th Infantry
Commanding

Raye-Droverefield's'alivisiOn received
I. Please add my commendaa special commendation February tion and appreciation for the com13. Brownfield was with the coue- mendable work performed by the
ty extention office here when he members of Company "D".
was drafted, lie is married to
2. Commendations Of this type
Mies Geneva 'Outland Brownfield.
denotes an
efficient
and Well
The letter of commendation is
quoted:
To: Commanding Officer, Company
"D" 111th Infantry
Through: Commanding Officer, 1st
Battalion -11th Infantry

nation yesterday. -a---rumor -that
grew to fantastic proportions because, of a casual remark made by
Ste White liaise Press Secretary:
Jonathan • Daniels.
.
The whole 'thing was a- rntsurr-_..
dorsLamding.
grew out of Daniels' remark that President Roose- LT. WILLIAM T. McCAtGE
AWARDED PURPLE HEART
velt had -bald 'his high cabinet Of-__Ithrith__29.--Luther :Duna
rosnitlsous, .LAST WEEK
ficers' and diplomatic .-rffire—
setittiOffice 111 Gatlin Building
March 30—Bonnie Lee Kinkins.
Lt. Wm. T. McCage, the son of
Back the attack! Buy War Bonds! tives that they should not attend
Clifford Dale Outland, Jack
the
San_ Frahcisco conference un- Mr. and Mrs. W. F. MeCage, was
Terephones, 122 and 565AV
laleYfield
less officially
awarded the Purple Heart March
April 2—Mre. LaVerne 0. Orr
tkathe
nefils allyd
revealed'
igr.'
that '
itee - 21, posthumeusly. Lt. McCage Was
April 3_ Mrs. Bob Wright, Mrs.
dentIeels all high cabinet efficers kniv•d us action over Gorialaaayarainia—
- Broadbent's
Seed Corn
-- - -.and' representatives except those Oetober 2. He had been in service
April 4— Miss Virginia
lryan,
designated, should remain on their almost four years. He was a pilot
Bryan Tolley, Luther Butterjobs "at this critical timc."
on
'a
B-17
Flying
fortress.
worth
Plea•c
in and get yew Hybrid Corn while it Is available in the
.The phrase "this critfeal time"
Lt. McCage seas awarded two
rri.per grade for hest planting. Regular and large flats.
April5---Miss Edwina Kirk, Mrs.
caused
all
the
misunderstanding
it
oak leaf clusters and an Air Medal
Broadbents Kentucky Certified Corn has proven its auperiority in (itWilson Liptail
eceens.
And
misinterwtations for meritorious achievement dur'away County for the past four years.
grew
',until
making
reportswere
ing the 8th Army Air Force bombBRED, GROWN AND ADAPTED IN KENTUCKY. YELLOW AND
the rounds that the cabinet had ing attacks in Germany.
WHITE VARIETIES
bee-in ttald to stand by for btg deThe parents of Lieutenant Mcvelopments expected later that Cage "'received the Purple Heart
day.
,last week. -They reside on West
Murray. Kentucky
That did it. A torrent of tle- Main street.
"SEE ROSS FOR SEED"
phone calls started pouring -into
the White House and newspaper
Arller D. Levier, military police.
offices and radii, stations through- wrote to his father this week and
out the country, calls asking if stated that he expected to be
horne
Etit War in Europe has ended.
b,fore long. He flew from the P.,.
Si 'Daniels has cleared the mat- eine.- and the letter was
dated
ura•
March 17. He accompanied preThe White Hotiee press secretary eners to the States.
says Mr. Floosestiit's note to the
cabinet officers was sent some time
AT FIRST
ago, March 16th in fact. And its
SIGN OF A
purpose was chiefly to minimize
Murray Consumers
Your every rtz,ed under
the--sirein on traVel facilities and
oaf roln See vs for these
Coal & Ice Co.
hotel accommodations in San Francisco.
Telephoner 64
SUPPiliS
.
_
-We Deliver
Buy that extra War Bond now!
Praparisucuss as directed

•
Hiram Tucker Real
Estate Agency

PAGE
.- 2. I desire to express' my -ap-prectation- for 'this outstanding
work which reflects favorably not
only on the men themselves, but on
the regiment as a whole.

1. This headquarteri is in rcceipt of an official repot t from the
senior Army officer on duty with
LCI tLi Group Forty, United States
Navy, commending the officers and
men of the Nrofear Platoon, Company "D" lilth Infantry for the
enthusiasm and efficiency with
which they carried out their duties
in the invasion of Peleliu and Ananearatelandsa--and the-elelithi Atoll-,
and for their subsequent participation in the minesweeping and
patrolling operations._ et the vessels on which they were stationed.
They were commended
addition
ler the 'excellent 'organization and
stamina displayed in carrying out
their fire missions under , conditions of concussion abnormal to
land mortar firing, and for their
alertness on continuous watch daily in patrolling channels in close
proximity to enemy held territory.

PONTIAC

G..dfiC Trucks
SALES & SERVICE

PRYOR MOTOR CO.
103 East Main

Phone 21

"First Call For A
Springtime Meal
You'll Enjoy"

Varied Menu
•
PLATE LUNCHES
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
DRINKS

Need a

LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical '

Happy Biohday!

25
to- 40
doses

• PROMPT SERVICE
• DELICIOUS FOOD
• SERVICE WITH'A SMILE

only

Hybrid
Kentucky Certified

2S

DAY & NITELUNCH
N
FRED

LLOYD WORKMAN

Ross Feed Company

New Ideas to Help You

FIX UP FOR ...

SPRING

QUALITY

TART
IGHT

Milli% Drug'
arr

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL
OR IT CANT BE HAD

with PURINA STARTENA

with QUALITY CHIX
This year skirt with the best.
Our Quality Chic.ks are from
selected flocks, hatched right,
full of vigor, high livability.
Price Per 100
. $12.50

DON'T LET GERMS

STOP GERMS
Wore THEY

Get chicks off to a flying start
with America's favorite chick
starter. Noted for fast growth,
high livability. Fresh stock
Just in. Reserve yours today.
1 Bag Raises 50 Chicks

Itill row Chicks

sem
OrVitt
•Real Estate and Insurance • Rentals and Sale
We're Insuring Both Farm and City Property
494-J OfIke

ether MONARCO F oods-alllust as Coodi

Telephones

494-R Residence.

Occasional Chairs and
$7.95
Rockers, as
low as .

LIVING ROOM SUITES, 2-piece,
Spring Filled, as low as

SPREAD

Rely on
%.?
SPRAY PREMISES
with CHEK-R-FECT

CHEK-R-TAB'S
One tablet to quart
of water acts as
disinfectant, bowel
astringent, fungi'
coteEasy to use.

,30-Tab Bottle

• ao;.1,,J--roeit',..4,1

Kill pullorum,typhoid,
and other deadly
germs with new, economical soap-type disinfectant. One ounce
makes gal of spray.

25c

•
Treat your family to a delicious meal. . .
at the BLUE BIRD CAFg

•i

Growing'
FEEDER

Chick
FOUNTS

All metal, ad.'
iustable
feed saver lip on
srde, accommodate! 35 buds,
easy filled.
• ,
,

Purina-Chick'
FEEDERHandles day-old'

Wide variety of
styles and sizes.
Durable, well
constrileted.
Easy to --else n

to four -week
chicks 24 long
Easy to clean
Ail metal Helps
so v e food

i

•
POULTRY .
NrITING
Made from high
grade rteel wire,
galvanized f'lastingwear.

ECONOMY FEED STORE
'I F.

Save "fuss and bother" . . . saVe points
and enjoy the beet of 'food.
•

FLOOR LAMPS,

EASTER SPECIALS
JUICY STEAKS

HAM and TRIMMINGS

BAKED CHICKEN and DRESSING
VEGETABLES

DESSERTS

FRIED CHICKEN
SALADS

• MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK

Blue Bird Cafe

PHONE 575

ALBERT ('RIDER

Crass Furniture Co.

LEON CRIPERra

a
-•_••

aia
•
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Not

*
I WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild.
MEMORIALS
FOrritent
We
will
pick
up
your
old
mat2c per word, minimum charge
tresses and make them new. - Callowa County Monument CornVester A.- Orr, sales mana35c for 17 words. Terins cash in
Paris
Mattress
Co, G. S. Jackson,
FOR RENT- 7-room house on West I MEAT IS SCARCE-Domestic rah- i
ger. Phone 85. West Main Street WANTED- - A baby stroller. Tele336
E
Washington
St. Paris, Tenn.
advance for each insertion.
Main extended. See C. A. Hale at bits is the answer. Pedigreed, reg- I
Extended.
lp
phone 143-J.
.
tf
County Judge's Otftee. '•
istered hreeding stock for sale. -- Phone 979-W, day phone 3
••••••
.sae..
I F H Hedges, 325 Head Street,
UNWANTED ri A IR REMOVED
NOTICE-A child's picture made
FOR RENT - Garage apartment, Paris. Tenn.
A5P from face, arms, and legs by the
at National Hotel, August, 1944.
I available at once-W. R. Junes.'
modern method of Electrolysis Sent to person by mistake. Pic1610 Miller Avenue.
Veterinarian
Telephone
••
HARRY EDWARDS. THE PIANO
e .
_
ture may be had by calling at this
133-W.
lc MAN, at 501 South 6th St., Padu- approved by physicians, This
FOR SALE-- Mcial S,,,,:ers for INCREASE YOUR PROFITS with
Office Located in Rear of' office.
method is permanent and painIp
Flald,ren
Regular
Government
price $495. Helm's
Approved, FOR 13,11fEDIATE SALE--A 10cah, Ky., has a large stock of very less. Cyrene
Holland-Hart
Drug
Co.
Williams, R N., Phone
_FOR RENT-25 or 30 acres Of corn
Special $2 95 --Purdom Hardware Chicks. Pullorum controlled. Im- room. larell-built. 2-story
house and hay land.' Part of land in • fine pianos in all finishes--oak, 162-W
S28
Residence Phone 341 pressed for years with America's
Cu
\ IC
walnut. mahongany. and they play
within 1 - block of Murray State river bottom..1 mile north of
Mur--- -- - - -heaviest laying strains. R.P.O. sir- College campus Ideally
--like
He
delivers
new.
free.
Mr
29p
arranged ray; also 3-room house for rent,
FANCY BREAKFAST
sm.. WILLIAM J. SWANN
1.4bR SALE- A 1939 ,Dodge truck, .ed matings. Sexed chicks.
Fii^e'
for students or double apartment. with or Without 'land.- Clifford
Will pay cash delivered
BACON
I 1-2 ton capacity. See Mrs. Clatus brooding bulletin-Helm's Chicks. 10 COLIII
GETS GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL
STREAMLINED WRECKER SEE- 7
bed rooms. dining Melugin. Phone 548-R.
It
and Sat., March 30-31
Fri.
Dodd on North Highway, one- Paducah.
From Your Own .Hogs
, 31111Y nit . routu, kitchen.. living room, also VICE. New equipment. 24-hour.
Sgt. William J. Swann of Mur•
Do not take chanceb with uncerquarter mile
" . . 'IP --- Heavy
Hens
26c
pantry. bathroom and two halls. FOR RENT--At 20'7 North 5th St. fast, dependable Wrecker Service.
tam n weather conditions. Let us ray has been awarded the Good
FOR SALE -House; and lot. one
Leghorn Hens
26c
Charges reasonable. Day phone!
Has side and front entrance. Has 3-room
unfurnished
apartment.
Conduct
Medal for exemplary becare for your meat curing. We are
'FOR SALE--One , man's bicycle in block off square. Call 251-J.
tf new composition
97. Night phone 424-Porter MoRoosters
16c
'
roof.
Couple
First
in.
preferred.
close
lp
efficiency and .fidelity, it
prepared to do the complete job
excellent condition: large basket.
tory Company, Chevrolet Sales and I
$5.000 cash offer will get this
16c
announced here today by Ducks
We take th animal from the pole was
electric horn and hrtit..new tires
FOR RENT-A 3-room furnished Service.
lovely
home
in
College
Addition.
31c
tf'and d„, the complete processing j01:1. Headquarters Portland Army Air Eggs
and tu-bes. original paint c•n it. Cali
A good investment during Peace apartment: private entrance, to-i'You do not have to rent a locker to Base.
.
;34-R. •or sec it at 514 South 6thl
Prices subject to change
or War-time. Will be offered at vate bath. Telephone 251-J, 504 PLUMBING, HEATING, SHEET i have us care
Street.
for your meat. We will
lp r
The Good Conduct Medal Is
without notice
if METAL, ELECTRIC MATERIAL I cure
this price for a limited time only. Olive:
it and you can store at home, awarded exclusively to enlisted
--- -----------STOKERS-H. E. Jenkins. Tele-1
For information inquire fur X-R FOR RENT -Garage apartment
•
. PIANOS FOR SALE
on
[
men
HARRY
who
achieve
MILLER.
an
efficiency and
Frozen Foods
phone 49&
U •
at Ledger & Times office. Murray.- corner Nierth - Fourth and
From $50 up .Two extra nice
Pine
,
character rating of "rue: Dent" for
Telephone 43
Id
I
home f r home
Kentucky.
sfiedium
-- AStreets - Leon Hale
Telephone
_icra
Whe
Phive 441
Under
the Water Tower
a _perii4 of not- less than o_n_e_Year SO. 13th St.
4a.v451g,._fyi_vaily
_i_golid-lariek;1
[Tee
• y
.
44247---lp M. a HOLTON. INCOME TAX
while on active duty In the United
WORK. Life and Casualty lessor- -Buy that
Ky Phone 397-W.
Al2p hardwood floors: tile bath- FOR OVERSEA PACKAGES-We
extra War Bond fowl I States Army
Murray, the Birthplace of Radio. 6
once; Notary Public. See me at
room downstairs
.
; lovely sun have Old Virginia Fruit Cakes and
Court House.
tf
FOR SALE.-.-Two-roW corn plant. porch ;' two downstairs bed- Assorted Nuts, canned for shiper. International. tertitzer and rooms: two bedrooms and ping -Harry Miller. Frozen Foods,
under the water tower.
SEWING
MACHINES,
Vacuum
bean hnoper Seel. T
Tele- NOTICE-Bring
.. Fair. biuryour money for to
--powder • room' upstairs; exphone 43.
Sweepers and Electric Irons reray. Ky. Rt 5
lc mato plants to County
lp
Agent's of
.
cellent furnace (fairly new)
paired and rebuilt.
Guaranteed
fice any time between March 24
FOR SALE '- - its tan and brown -solid brick garage with FOR SALE--A wood
se
C Robinson, 313 North
or coal range, an4a 31 plants will cost 1,3,50 per .
shadow-striped coat. size 18_ good concrete floor and overhead ivory and green
tr
enamel, also a thousand to old members. and 16th bt.
as new --303 South 6th -St-Misa sliding doors; beautiful COr- warm morning heater-Mrs
. W T $370 per thousand to new memLola Holland
1P•ner lot, 115 feet front, 17'4 Hatcher, 4 miles east of Murray bers. delivered in Murray. There KEMP MOVING AND STORAGE
lp will be two orders, one to arrive • COMPANY, Paris, Tennessee, liJUST RECEIVED - New DUO- deep. Right. across street on Eggner's Ferry Highway.
censed operator in 10 states HouseTHERM Hot Water Heater, auto- from
April 19. the other to arrive May
Schoel and
hold goods mond With bonded
-FOR
SALE
-Man's.
Watery
-Boren,
'
3..---egerttoway
County
VegetableHuff, Murray- State
van service in Kentucky, Tennes17 Jewel Price r-5 Can be seen -Growers AssoeiatioN.
eratioi -Kirk A PoUl & Co • Ic i College.
Mr2fles see,
Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia,
at 407 Cillye St
Shown
South Carolina, North.'Carolina.
•
by
appointment
POR SALE-wt.
-a-at-. rturm also bOysi
Nonce - OP DISSOLUTION
Virginia, Missouri and Mississippi.
spring
size 1,6 Neither have- •.-0111y.
Murray Hotel company
Can operate in other states with
been used--Mys.
•
E Hughes. 302
•
South 6th St. f
Notice is hereby given that Mur- few days' advance notice. Call
lp
Paris MI_ Night phone 966. A-65
WANTED TO RENT-Two unfur- ray Hotel Compan,g.,.uf
COUNTRY CLUR,ste7- - t ,.
SELF-RISING-41:05
FOR SALE--One - 2-year-o'Al two-,
niShed rooms. :lose in.-Mrs. Ida Kentocky, is closing up its bust25-16. sack
SU M
bull 'so 454966 sired by 'Gatlin Building
Arnold. Phone r'2.
25-1b. sack 1
bdurray, Ky
IP ness and is preparing to effect corn- •
Brook. Ptide Royal. 358778
His
••••••••••••
•••••••••
plots. dissolution not later than
••••••
dam. Design Champion Betsy,
MALE' HELP WANTED - Young
Murray Marble & Granite Works
March 31 194.5_ This. March.. 1,
East Maple St. near Depot. Tele12801:1. Mar batter -Sat record 57 FOR SALE-200 tons good clover or I_ •rnain desiring to learn to-Re
SANCO BRAND
Large Na. 2 1-2 cans
phone 121 Porter White and L. D
pounds in 305 cg1"-s -i* R Jones, timothy miired hay. $30 per ton jectionist in motion picture theaMurray Hotel Company,
to
b.
car
in
10.0W3
or
1610 Miller Avenue
Missouri
tre
Must
Managers.
Outland.
be mechanically
Telephoffe[
inNw•••••••
Harry Boll. Fairfield. Iowa. M29p clines:re:if good reputatton -and I
-132NW.
-C-jacktrall•
- "
1-3
I.
President.
p.129 POST WAR. As 'Zoo as avanatile
years of age. Also want miadle
Country
Club
or
A
6-0Z.
Can
Can 13c
FOR FU'LL,LeR BRUSHESi- See
we will have a complete line of
FOR SALE -A 6-room house on aged man for Saturday and SunI290
Packer,Label Li
lp
-610 Mille. - -Avenue. thrt 'EndWestinghouse Etectricat Appliance.
- Ciirrr be seen arty' day Work as - balcony dborrnan
.Telephone
also complete line of Gas applianafternoon-See Fred Workman at Capitol Theater. Apply William E ,
le
•ces to be -used with Shella'ne BotDgir and Night Cafe.
tf Hoover, Mgr Varsity Theater. lc I
yARMER'S RECORD AND INWESCO BRAND
LOST-A man's pocketbook con- tled Gas Purdom Hardware, North
COME TAX, BOOK_ Complete -in ; FOR SALE_ Certified Hybrid Seed I WANT TO
BUY typewriters, add- taining $8550 in bills and silver: 5th Street..
tf
Starter and Grower Mash, 100-lb bag $3.58 16 per cent DAIRY
every detail. Easy to keep. accur-; Corn Ky. 103 Flats. $7 00 per bu. ing machines.
cash registers and and sales slips Lost Monday mornLi Egg Laying Mash, 100-lb. bag
$3.29 FEED, 100-lb bag $2.75
-• ate record for your farm transacRounds. $500 per Do. Sylvester used office furniture. - Kirk A. ing in Bank of Murray. Finder
tons Price - g1.50. - Ledger'& Paschall, R.-we I Lynn Grove _Pool. 509 Main
St.. or
phone return to Bank of Murray or Fred
- Times.
.
u ' Kentucky
A5p WI
U- Humphreys. Hare Rt. 1
lp
FANCY QUALITY
No. 2 cans
---- No. 351. 60 acres of land located
I miles east of Concord. 50 acres
cleared: all ridge land on
new
TVA high,ay on west side of farm.
SEEDLESS
Size
70-80 Size
small dwelling house, new tobacco
2-pound bag
barn and stock barn, on school bes,
16-ounce carton 1 3(
moil and milk route. A real farm.
Lb
Lb
Priced right
KROGER'S
CLOCK
C. CLUB SODA
No 466
A nice 42-acre farm,
2 pound loaf
sine -half mile south of Puryear; •
faces black top highway • Nice 7room brick house with hardwood
PURE
NAVY .or NORTHERN
floors, all modern conveniences,
For Sino0h, Quick Starts
•
water lights. good stock barn; 2
Vie POLONIUM
good tenant houses that bring Ill
"b. jar
per month rent' all land has been
AMERICAN MAID
limed
phosphated.
and
WHITE
Price
510.500. half cash: balance
on
EACH
U.
ev94.
No wiggle-wobble,
of 4 or
trern•_
sack
tete,.
slip or slide.
No 471. One 4.5-acre farm. good
Non•room house, stock barn; branch
FANCY QUALITY
slip legs. Patented
AVONDAI.E BRAND
Give a hot spark
water year round for stock, good
clasp for easy openlarge Ngolas2
s1 2
for quicker cold
well of waltz, plenty of good timing and folding.
•
weather atiu-t.tng.
ber. 10 scree good bottom
land, rn
well fenced. Located 4 miles southAUNT JEMIMA BUCKWHEAT
BROOKS SOUTHERN STYLE
east of Hazel
Price $3.500
14-oz bottle
No. 674_ One nice 51-acre farm.
40 acres cleared. 10
branch
See
Our
II
AIM y
bottom land: land growing alfalfa.
Ww•WW*E.,
•••••••
ur
red clover and wheat. Goo421 five SCATTER RUGS
f•-•t•-4-4•
POUNDS FOR
room house: good stock barn.
HOT KAPS
branch water year round for stock
Well fenced: on good gravel highfor Tomato Plants
way. mail and milk route. Price
$3,700. Half leash. balance
COOKIE JARS
on
BAG
Neat, cool army
terms.
Gives long economical
twill with durNo. 475. Good 70-acre farm. One I
service. Well,
-bailt and
•
able. mercerised
of the best In Calloway County on I
dependable.
Exchange your old brake
finish. Vat-dyed
good
gravel
good
road:
7-room
I
shoes for Firestone factory.
WINESAP
tan. Guarazteed
house: new 6-stall stock barn;1
fitted. Redi Lined shoes
Pound
Electric Heater
Pound
equipped with highest qualplenty of outbuildings. Located I
snot to shrink
ity Firestone Safety Block
Was
$8.95
2
1-2
northwest
miles
of
Hazel
in
more than
Linutg.
good community; school bus route
WESCO SCRATCH
4 Lbs
8 Lbs.
close. Price $7,000.
100 Pounds
$1.44
No 476. One 40-acre farm. 2 1-2 I
miles southeast of Murray on old 1
Murray-Concord road. School bus,.
RED LION
DAISY
Old Fashioned Cream
mall and milk route. Good 4-room I
100 Pounds $2 AS
house. 2 tobacco barns: good stock
V•
barn, smokehouse; good well of '
Pts
Lb
water, branch water and pond; 10
acres of branch bottom land. A
real buy. 115.500 Half cull.

Serricea Offered-

LASSIFIED ADS

•••'

..-thnimusza

F-For Sale

Too late to Classify

ler

.1;01( ININIEDIATE
SALE

For Sale

DR. H. H. RAY

LOOK! LOOK!

CHOICE HOME FOR
SALE BY OWNER

Boggess Produce Co.

Notices

-

••

training

iO
GE
R
Guaranteed Foods

Wanted

•

Joe.T_. Lovett .

•

MONUMENTS

.

APRICOTS

2

35e

.*

No. 2

GRAPE JUICE

Lost'a
L nd Found

n

FEE

FARM PROPERTY

1 Firestoneihritly Days

2

TOMATO JUICE

RAISINS

BREAD

19e
.

PRUNES

14e

12e

1,

lot

CRACKERS 2-Lb

Box 30c

1111)-ill) IRONING BOARD

36c
83

GRAPE JAM

Spark Plugs

De Luxe

BROOMS

Price 5.45

PUMPKIN

-

13

Box 17

FLOUR '
20

7.95

Work Pants

STANIO.tRD
BATTIEWli

2.79

Tirtstone

GREEN BEANS

Redi-Lined
Brake Shoes

FLORIDA ORANGES

BEANS

3

Pounds 27c

1
CORNMEAL 01b

43`

GREEN BEANS

15e

CATSUP
2

15e

25

8-POUND

63c

SPECIAL!

POTATOES

Handy to Use!

7'

10c

APPLES

Now 7.89

Tires and Tubes
Just Arrived

Wall-Tone

* FEED

and Free Tray

SHORTS

CAN OPENER
1.49

1101"SE
PAINT

$2.79 per gallon

S3.25 per gallon

• Cosset Mott Surfcrein
with Ono Coot
• Weihei Easily
• Eight Snood Colon

0•09.18-4r

3.25

Two coats do the work of
three' Goes farther, hided
better. swears. longer.
tie:reside white.

No. 472 On. nice 5-room house
on South Broad Street; nice wide
: all modern convenlot:
fences; hot and cold water: newly
decorated. Price $3.000. Half cash; I
balance on terms.
No. 4711. One nice 5-room house:
all electrical equipment: nice garage; nice brooder house: concrete '
driveway; electric water heater. On
South 15th Street. A teal home.
Lot 751015 feet. Nice orchard.
No. 479. .One 5-room house on
South 15th Street: nice large lot:
a beautiful home; hot and cold water; chicken house and garage. Possession In 30 days.

Headquarters For
GARDEN and FLOWER SEDD

• Dries in Oes• Hoer

With every gallon pnreha
you will be given a fr•
the paint vh:
you rou or brush it on.
Nog. 2.7t

tray to hold

CHEESE

12

35e

15-Lb. Peck

62e

'P
Taste coffee at
its freshest best-

•

1.-4#061.4.s
HOI•
04/10

Fresher
bean KROGERS
within 1 hour of
roasting. Flavor flavor sealed
sPorimwr
'till ground
Here for lb. 59c
•
ba,
Spotlight!
Doted in the

Hot.

you'

0

Save up to o
Dime a Pound

A. L. RHODES

FAST SIDE SQUARE

72e

Nebraska Red

TABLE" POTATOES

If you have property to sell
or rent or if you are In the
market to buy or rent. see

Firestone Home & Auto Supp

HUMKO

We have a large assortment of SEED POTATOES of different
kinds, ONION SETS, ONION PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS

CITY PROPERTY

Rental and Real Estate Sales
5.,L, RHODES
t'. W. RHODEN
_ Murray, Kentucky
• Telephone 249

,lies

Of 6,0

PHONE 135

M. MARSHALL
Hazel Kentucky
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SECTION TWO — FOUR PAGES

Not Everybody in Calloway County Subscribes
to The Ledger & Times,
But Nearly Everybody Reads It!

ssify I
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r. Telelp

Calloway Farmers
Inspect Milking
Parlors On, Tour

St. Louis SinFonietta to Appear April 2

?

made
U, 1944.
re. Picg at this
lp

Calloway Fruit
Growers Attend District Meeting

A.A.A. NOTES

Its' Q. D. WILSON
,
A group of Calloway county
a.ccknpanied
farmers
Five dairy
Cotton Crop Insurance
I fruit growers accompanied County
S. V. Foy, county agent, op a tour
in Hickman and Fulton counties --The "big push" on Federal Cot- Agent S. V. Foy to McCracken
inspecting the construction •of milk ton Crop Insurance is underway I county -to attend a district fruit
in Calloway county. The County meeting held on the farm of
houses.
. •
AAA Office, reports that individIlre group visited • H. C. Sam's ual rates and yields are now avail- Charles Ruttgtring, west of Paducah.
dairy farm near Fulton and saw a
able for the farms in the county.
Those attending the meet from
very compact, economical and wellOnly 15 days remain before the
Calloway county were N. P. Pasarranged milking parlor that was
deadline for taking applications.
chall, J. A. Downs, .Lloyd "Henry
built for a commercial dairy. Then
The deadline date for each farm and sun. A. Carman, E. B. Howton
the group visit,ct the Harry A.
Barry farm near Hickman. Ky. is whoa seeding starts, or April 10, arid County Agent Foy.
A very interesting meeting was
and were shown a small milking Whichever is earlier.
Thcough Federal Crop Insur- ‘
held, and W. W. Magill, fruit speparlor that was constructed at a
veiy low cost and yet meets all ance, farmers have an opportunity cialist, Biscussed the fruit probrequirements of the State Health to make sure of _some returns trona lems for the coming year.
•
Department in producing grade A their efforts and .investments. Two
Private Flinch was late for the
rant: This unit is planned for a contracts are available! One covsmall farmer milking one (Sr more ers a maximum of 50 per cent of parade.
Weil, -how ntee lo
cows. This model is on Thsplay all-ttle—Tarm -averagir yield- and the
diet," said the sergeant in a wellSwift's Cream Station, East Main other covers- 75 per cent.
street, Murray.
, Any person who expects to have modulated snarl. "we were, beginfling' to fear that you had signed
Those making the tour were E. an n.itertst in the crop at seeding
a separate- peace.".
L. Kuykendall, Preston Kuyken- tint, may insure his ,interest in the
dall, W. B.. Suiter, J. E. Payne, crop. Premiums are figured on the
Jack Colson and County Agent S. acreage actually seeded.
to your grocer or butcher at once
V„
While cotton insurance 'is availDairy Feed Payments
able for all cotton farmers, there
•
The AA "Offi:•e will start making
is one "if" that must be satisfied btfore the fanners in ally Dairy Feed Payments April 1 Do
county can share the benefits of not bring your milk stubs until
this protection. That "if" is the you have gotten all of them -for
requirement provided by Congress March: The payment for this
pr.anotion is the keyCrop _insurance applications period_ will be .70 per hundred
not of the Radio Technician pro- be received from at least 50 farms
s for whole milk and .11 a
grads", said Litt. F. A. Hardy of or one-third of the farms normally pound for butterfat. You will have
the Navy Reerniting &run:* in 4, productng insurable crops in the• 11I1 days to int- this payment.
recent address.
cauntx_bgtore Crop Insurance be-

1

K!

ered
30-31
26c
26c
16c
16c
31c
lenge

Co.

[le 441
•

I Radio.

Outstanding Music Organization
11,,

Saint

Lotus

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE
Benefit wonderfully from famous
doctor's discovery that relieves
bickache, run-down feeting due
to excess acidity in the urinePeople •verywher• aris finding moat.'
relief from painful ',Toptons of bladder
irrit•tiern caused by osces• acidity In the
0' urine. DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
acts last on the kidney, to ease disconilott
by promoting the (towel urine. This pur•
herbal medicine is especially welcome,
where bladder irritation due to excisss
acidity is re•ponsible for '"getting tip. at
nights". A car•lully blended conablaation
of 18 herbs, roots, vegetables, balsam; Dr.
,Xlkoser'• contains nothing harsh, is
asIst.Iy eon -habit forming. Just good its.
gradients that many people say havel a
osareelou• .fleet.
Send for Ir., p•ep•id sample TODAY!
Like thous•nds of others you'll be glad
that vou did. send name end add.. tu
Department A, Kilmer & Co., Incv Boo
1255. St•solord, Conn. Otter limit•d. Send
et once. All druggists .11 Swamp Root.

BOY SCOUT
NEWS

a

W,cteesday njght. March 21. The
The group will be under the di- night of meeting has been changed
rection cf Paul Schreiber, who has from Monday to Wedpesday night.
Played under such conductors .as-I We have decided to meet twitse.
Arbos, who was one of thi• first 1 month. -- conductor*, of the ImPerial Relssian
Issaic- FOIN). S.-outhmwter,- was,
• Ballet. Molinari. conductia- of the absent beciase of busintse AssistRome SrmphonyvOrchesint: Pra
, ant Scoutmaster Gordon Crouch
kotieff, Eugene
Consents.
and met with
otht rs.
A new Scorn Joined' the . tro.sp.
Orgijnized in 1937, this•sinfonietta He is Krrel Miller, Soprig of the
playf the symphonies of Mozart would-be-cubs met with us. They
and Haydn, certain tone poems of must have mien boys to'become
the moderns, as well as mu,ic from orgahized.
,..rne of the American masters. In , Games were played under the diits early years'the Sinfoniettll ap- rection of the Asistant Setoutrrias'er. .The meeting was closed with
'he • Scoutmaster's, benediction by
Hugh Frank Miller.
•
Junior White.
Troop Scribe

He pointed out that men accepted for Radar were rated Seamen
, -at- mite
g urroity
advanctrcl to Petty Officer Third
Class in less than six months.
Indicative of the'skill aciiieved
in -early' trainitsts--is the fact that
each student builds his own fly..."
t u be super-hetrodyne
receiver
within three months of starting the
Radar course, the Officer in
Charge concluded.
- Men, 17 through 504 rote:said ir
Radar, are invited to contact the
marest Navy Recruiting Station,

comes effective in the' county.
•
late N..'M.4

Stated in a few words, 250 000.000
pounds- of used kitchen fat is needtrd in '45 for the manufacture of
munitions,
medicines,
military
soaps I for scores of special uses),
coatings (tor ships, trinks,•-fabrres),
synthetic rubber, hydraulic fluid,
in and many other items. Most
ot this fat will have to come from
the- - kitchens. The need of usedfats is greater now than ever bekite Please turn in every pound

t

Our Mechanic and Welder
FRED R. TACKETT
has had years of experience in this
profession
-•

J. T. TAYLOR
Implement Co.
South Fourth Street

Telephone 289-J

FIRE

.

Casualty
Gatlin Building

Telephone 331

i
I
1
"It Does
i
,............,„,,,.....,,,..,,„.....„..„...

Murray,

Kentucky

Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

••.••••••••••••••sai•ao......•.

ou

Eight Training School
Colts Receive Letters
is Cage Award

len folk songIS BEING ECHOED

--Eight of the steppin' Stewartheen
,f Murray Training School receiv,,i letters for the 1944-45 basketball
.eason.
Dale
They were: Captain Ed
Higgins. center; Co-captain Hugh
Htft4.44. guard; Gene Thurman, torTed Thompson, forward; Al'yed .1,astriter, guarcl; John Salmons,
ha•ward; Joe •Hal Spann, guard;
It,,b Smith, manager.

.

•

INSURANCE AGENTS

AROUND THE WORLD
...1111•

—

ared exclusivtly in colleges and
.a.iwersities. but now .has many_of
programs sponsored through the
nvic Concert and Community Con7
eert Service. The tours are planned to follow the tont winter seathe
major tirThestra of
•. ehich all Members ,are a part.

NOT gone completely but almost forgotten are memories of the "Old South"-- the strumming banjos, the
folk songs, the lilting melodies of yesterday.
But wait! The South is singing a different song
today! It's the clamorous yet glamorous chatter of the
rivet guns ... the clank and clash of monster machines
that forgErgnd fashion the implements of war and peace.
for
And with the return to peacetime activity
which the N. C. & St. L. is now laying the groundwork
— this railway will assist in the still further development of the South ... a development that holds bright
promise for Southern industry - - commerce - agriculand labor.
ture
Tapping one of the richest areas of natural resources
in the world, the territory served by the N. C. 8t St. L.
also boasts of abundant, low-cost power assured by the
Tennessee Valley Authority and private companies.
Here, too, ready to do their part are thousands of
skilled, intelligent native workers. In addition, the
mild climate enjoyed in this land of industrial opportunity, is favorable to widely diversified types of
enterprise.
The Industrial Development experience of the N. C.
& St. L. is at the disposal of manufacturers interested
in obtaining complete information concerning plant
sites, power, water, fuel, and transportation facilities.
Address: J. A. Senter, General Development Agent,
Nashville,'Tenneesee. Inquiries will be held in strictest confidence.

a
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TELEPHONE 338

Automobile
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IRON and WELDING SUPPLIES
•
RALPH JETTON
Owner and Manager

FRAZEE,. MELUG1-N & HOLTON

44

ic

MACHKERY PAIR
ELECTRIC and ACETYLENE
WELDING

,
1111rerfr7

FARMERS

Repair your Tractors and Farm
Machinery NOW
as parts are hard to obtain

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP

O•Mmmnieo411.•••••••,•111111111
,

Troop 75, Lynn Grove

arts detpartment,

I

Prof. Price Doyle, heisI of the the school of music at the Unifine arts department at Murray' versity of Idaho; secretary-treasState College, Was officially apurer, C. E. Lutton, Chicago; an&
pointed on March 1 as one of the
the
other two national elective
namembers
of
the
elective
three
tional executive board of Phi Mu members. Prof. Clarence Deakins,
Alpha, honorary music fraternity. Knox College, Galesburg, Ill., and
Elected tor a six-year term, Mr. Prof. Norval Church, professor of
Doyle will serve with the national the school of music. Columbia
president, Alvah Beecher dean of U ni versit_hiew _York.

ad;o Tee. Program
Offered to Men
•

To Appear at Murray

t made up of .17 members of the
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Ls.scheduled to appear on the night
of April 2- in the auditorium
Murray State College at 8:15.cording .to an - announcement by

Prot Price Doyle Named
On National Frat Board

'

FORD Cyclone

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RAILWAY

SAFETY SHINGLES
... HOLD FAST IN STRONGEST WINDS
• -This shingle is designed specifically as a windproof shingle. The locking
notch anchors each butt securely to the lower axlise so that higll winds can riot loosen the shingles oe.drive snow and rain underneath to cause leaks.
The Ford Cyclone, "rocked-to-the-roof" shingle, is a sure cure for wind
trouble and can be recommended with complete confidence for localities where
high winds are encountered.
The Cyclone Safety Shingle is an exclusive Ford product backed by
eighty years experience in making quality' roofing materials.

Murray Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

Depot Street

Phone 262

Murray,

Ky.

•
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Letters To Editor

THE LEDGER & TIMES

— —

rusittstieo

B1' THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger-. The Calloway Times, and The,
Times-Herald, Oct. 20: 1928. and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942.

OUR DEMOCRACY
UNBROKEN FENCES

Purple- Heart List
Continues To Grow

by Mat

c-o Postmaster,
&in Fraftei000. Calif.
Last week the Ledger and Times
Dear Mrs. Lochie:
published a list of names of Calbeen
.
I
am
.suru
tbal
WHEN
THERE'S
FENCES
BUILT
GOOD
ARE
USUALLY
loway Allen who had been awardW. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
keeping' up with the 'neWs pretNOT TOO MUCH EXTRA WORK ON THE FARM.
ed the Purple Heart. This list was
' ty
MRS. GEORGE HARTSEDITOR
through the iaapers and
DURING THE BUSY SEASON ITt HARD TO FIND TIME
furnished- by T. Sledd, chairwein'
- radio and knew that I aril busy.
TO DO MORE THAN KEEP THEM tN GOOD REPAIR-of the Purple ,Heart Club.' He is
Published Every Thursday Nooftat 103. North Fourth St.. Murray. Ky.
VET
MAY
MEAN
THE
LOSS
A
BREAK
IN
THE
FENCE
I like the climate here fine. it
anxieus that he get the names of
OF
rHe
caev."
VALUABLE
cROPS,.."COWSov
• ,Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for Transmission as
seetna hke July in Kentucky: The
all men who get this award.
Second Class' Matter.
F'hrbppitae Islands ,gre friendly.
The complete list turned in to
-Thestirat haw years hate bee:11_17er/
date is published here:
NATIONAL
unkind to them and their _propAlbert Bradford Armstrong
that
many
.
scars
are
Ther
I erty.
•
Albert Bazzle, Jr.
will take years to. overcome.
Bernard Bell
Lornan R. Bogard
./- presunie sates-thing is runniug
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
Charles D. Brewer
along quietly back home. I have
Norville S. Cole
been on the go so :much that my
Paul W. Cochran
paper has not caught up witline
Subscription Rates:—In .Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
_Bobby Gene Cochrurn
and I ant behind .on the home
$200 a Year:. In Kentucky. $250: Elsewhere, $3.00.
'
Gene Dulaney
$1 00 per year to Service Men Anywhere:
front news. I suppose the talk
Hugh Grey Erwin
town now is who is going
atsoot
County
About
Calloway
Adsertising Rates and Information
Homer L. Fairris
to mak, the race, for different of•
Markets Furnished Upon Application. ,
Burnet Keys Farley
fices. Seems a long time since ths
Kyle D. Fergerson
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Litters to the Editor, county election. I Well remember
or Public Votce items which in our opinion is not -for the best interest it and always will. That was the
L. D. Flora
- ••
of our readers
Pat Gilbert
year I, was jerked out of a job
Albert V. Hughes
alsmg with many others and placed
Eube_rt G. Hale
.into what was thin known as One"
Robert Lester Hendon
year of -military training. This has
Amos Hill
The situation with,respect to U. S. supplies of fats and turned out to be_-something mors
Lloyd Hodges
particitlarly inedible fats for industrial purposes.. is thah .,miiitary trAining.
Orville J. Kahn
Sesineone told Me it had been-a
'extremely serious and is causing g-goat. conectrn to the
Troy Lewis
hat.a.
-there.
I
--winJer
very
badwhole
W. D. Laseiter
_ Government and to the thousands of manu ifTC-Ttirer74
not. been,in -cold weather,since
Klacesses require industrial fats.- The only prospeci of
Clyde M. Mitchell
rett- hoine:••-1 - believe
in
increase
a
tremendous
reasonably irnmkbate relief is
Thomas D. Moffitt
Some of Old Kentucky's wisTom Moffitt
the salvaging of used household fats. and through the re,- ters.
I J. McCuiston
-coSery of 'killing fatg and
How is the Purple Heart -Club
Cordon W McCuiston
At a meeting in liragthigtort-mt January 26-, the car- coming! Fine I hope. The reas,S1
•
• MACtItl McCuiston
War Food Ad- that I say that as that I believe it
tons MIT,rested -Goverintent agencies
W. D McCuiston
BUT IN OUR PERSONAL LIVINGS THE TIME TO BUILD OUR
taiitiStration. War ProductiAn'.Board. the EXtension-Ser- would be nice to. have a nienys. .
Wm 'F MeCagevan:
•
Isturray•
.
...that
"buildingBUSIEST
AND
OUR
IS
WHEN
WE
ARE
EARNINGS
,
'OffieeOt
FENCES
'AdniiniStralfon.
,-Nlee,' kgrictilttiriir
—•
Wade McNabb
fint_ge_rierations
to come, iii
AQE HIGH. NO DURING THESE ACTIVE DAYS. LET'S
Administfa-tipp---&- tho Army. and .representatitos of 3!arlo1
'Lester Nanney
.
honor the noble- sons of Callow
LIFE
INSURANCE,
SZRONG
W/RF/
WAR
Ei.ONDS,
STRING
- Preston Norman
'this Com-WIf
- a; -agre'ed on a.qUota for 1935 of -322 million county who served in this wars
SAVINGS ACCOUNTV-MAKE SURE THERE ARE NO BREAKS
John D. Outland
pound s of Fat Salvage. This is one hundred. Million pounds
hope . that mitt February
I
BUYING,
NEEDLESS SPENDING CAUSED BY THOU5s5TLESS
truly
more than war-•-'rScevai-e,(1' in 1944 and reproxis.ptu
will, see Oa .The gang whcr.717.7
R. Dale Parker
frightening task: birthdays'on that date. at home
J. C. Richerson
. A major portion ,Of .this --Tremertdows increase must a big, birthday party. .
. Edwin Russell
I am enclosing some Jap •
come. from the smaller cities and towns and from the
.
Thomas Ross Sammons
larms..of America. The Department of Agricplture. this e:ney meney. you may keel.
• Jatnes Rudolph Smith
_
SOUVCRITT
frorrr-me.-opinion
of
the
represenlatives'are
an
your
Committee and
Ralph Tidwell
• A friend,
HEART THOUGHTS
that there is a -Very large potential volume in the smaller
Edgar Washburn
Morris
James
M.
this is an unashamed
communities and on the farti_
.-Alfred H. Wright
•
,
•
osie" • Thanks for She
.
• Eris
• -samissikessItsge-eaeneste
Ly. Dallas Wrye
•
that Y•lui-eatijg_ive to the campktign: • -letter
plea.!for all _the
• -I. ve414-4-_--..54/441.::_....1atisl..bs,..:nsr 'for_ the hard plait. to -I-I-IL:. It_ doesn't pay
•
lowers are bloutoin.g- pruttier than.: sufficiently fo be attractive oh that
We hate" pretty definite evidence that almott every- keep it as you suggested fr
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—KATE SMITH asked
to write this message
on,Saving Usa fat4
"The help of every wontaii is needed in saving
used fats for -hundreds of battlefield and homefront essentials. But some of us don't know all,
the ways we can do it. Here are a few points I've
found helpful.."ar.K-,te Smith

anted
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Clerk's place. .
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MANY WOMEN SAY: "But I never have fats left over.
Certainly it's good economy to re-use your fats...but there s always
some left ovg even after that...and that little is morg,important
than you can Unagine. Only one tablespoonful of used fat will help
make 5 machine-gun bullets. So there just can't ever be' too little
to save! Come on, everybody, scrape your broiling pan, your
roast,r skill, t Save no' ,t trimr ,ings arid scraps offat 1. ft ' .71 plates.
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Your Tally Card For
Patriotic Effort
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OTHERS TELL PAC "But my fats are often too dark to-turn
in." It'doesn't make a mite of difference how dark or blackened
...or what smelly things like onion or fish you've cooked in your
fat. Every drop of it will help make parachutes; synthetic rubber,
.soaps for the fighting and war fronts. Don't feel ashamed to hand
it in to your butcher. If you save every bit of fat you possibly can,
you're doing a job to be proud of/
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THEN YOU HEARt"But what sort of container will I Use?"
Any kind of tin exkwill do. The next time you open a can of fruit
or juice or soup or vegetables, save it; But please don't use glass
...it talmost always breaks and makes the fat difficult to salvage.
When the can is full, take it to your butcher. 'or every poufid,
you'll get 2 red points. If lam'have any difficulty disposing of your
fats, call your Home Demonstraticin.or County Agent.
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TEN SHORT YEARS AGO...
•

•

"5

1935

1935

-4,,pan eurted the year off in fine form by repudiating the Washingtou Naval Treaty.
•

1935— NI ussolird mobilised 10,000,000 Italians:

—Hitler's puppet government officially adopted the
moat dreaded symbol of our times—the swastika.

•
4

MIN

•

'4#

1935

_In An:erica, many wise and prudent people bought
the first of the 'United States Government's "Baby Bonds.''
These were the small-denomination bonds that, were later to
become Pefenbe Bomb, Auld finally Waillundt.

ma-.
1945 —This March, the happy holders of 138,14)2million

lured Baby Bonds will get eash for them-36
dollars of it this month! Four dollars for every three. The
same generous return you'll get ten short years hence front
the War Bonds you purchase today.
Thia about those ten years.

It will seem like ye,terday when you gather in your full
hundred for the seventy-five. dollars you're loaning your
country in its time of need.
The United States is in genuine need of your money
now. Buy yourself another War Bond todtsfr—and you'll
cash in on time's swift flight tomorrow!

•

KEEP FAITH WITH OUR FIGHTERS...BUY WAR BONDS FOR KEEPS!
•

•

a KEEP BACKING THE ATTACK

1

I.

•

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by the following reputable and
Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. B.Itte.& Sbn
*
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
'Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundi'y and Cleaners
• Collegiate Inn
Corn -Austin Company

Ill

lit

;e.
id,

ur

Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Doran's Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Day and Night Cafe
Economy Grocery
C. E. Farmer & Company
Farmer,& Gibbs Dress Shop

Frazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor FM K FARMER.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Lumber Company

pr

ress ve

Murray

businesses:

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank
Rudy's Restaurant

Mar.

Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
Lubie F. Thurmond
,
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages
West End Grocery
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" \ad itls always y.;u that f sse
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I
Sesahat you..anti. I may --tivesfreet '1
'That's why tomato I am dreaming!
Of time* as they used to be.
4, I

_
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COCIIRCM BROTHERS
ARE IN "StiRVICE,

CAPTAIN LALA DOWDY
AWARDED BRONZE STAR
FOR ITALIAN SERVICE
Capt. Lala A. Dowdy, daughter
of Mia. Paialie S. Dowdy, Hazel,
Route, was awarded the Bronze
Star Medal for meritorious service
in direct support al combat operations. She has been an verseas 18
months and has been chief nurse of
a field hospital operating with the
Fifth
Army Air Force Service
Command in Italy.
Captain Dowdy is from this county and-has the highest rank of any
woman reported to this office.

- 1 remember then lives different.
in Oictobei 1942. His. brother. I Then I did not haste
ta diasam:
-r, Billy
E. Cohoon. its 3 member of Whenevest 1 came, off
ditty
tha armed
forces., His -father, Vtiu 'wore "il.:-.;c: ihero-it
*-•eenied.
Homer Cohoon.. lives at Murray.
__s_ •
Mara"
entieein: reslares "at But now I am ,fiahting
,
f.:

CASTLE E. PARKER, Ph. M:
SEE,. %CTION IN IWO MSC%

THURSDAY, MARcH 29, 1945

1

-this week the guest of his sister,.'it was' really a small world after
Mrs. J. A. Outland. • Lt. Hopson re- all. You can .see that news travels
cently received his wings from Enid far and swiftly.
Army •Air Field. Enid. Okla.. and
Give my reffis to the, staff and-- -'
was commissioned as second lieusal hello for me to
nty friends
tenant.
there.
•
Upon the expiration of his' fur:
As ever
lough Lt. Hopson wall report to
T-3 Italph Peter). S. Patterson
BlacIcland Army Air Field„ Wacci,
Ed's Note: T-3 Patterson is the
Texas,
son of Mr. and Mu. Willie PatterA graduate of the • Training son of Murray. He is a graduate of
School, Lt. Hopson volunteered .for. ,Murray Hiatt). School laid Murray
the air corps while a jailor at State College.. He was cearected
Illetrray State College.
with the Agricultural Dapartment
before being , inducted into the
Service. T-3 Patterson was an outRECEIVES SPECIAL
standing. student
both in
high
RECOGNITION IN SERVICE
school and. college and was one of,
the youngeat ,studenta to receive
a degree from Morray State.
Thanks a Int for the letter. Ralph.
Drop Us another letter when you
get the chance. We hope your L.
/4 T. is coming through regularly.

.. PFC.
Tax I.. Cochrum. IIII
E. BURKEEN WITH
'
m 2-c. son
INFANTRY IN GERMANY
M. a ad. M:- C sarlie Ci,ChrtITTI. MI you remernbMt each time that
4
k
'-Hazel: Route- 1.*- as in---t1W-Pa-CiflePfc. Gaylon E. Husks-en is in the
tirae that I held you tight
.::sri an aircraft carrier He has reInfantry and in Germany. A letcovered from •a slight7iVoilnd of They are my It avetly memories
ter dated ,March 4 was received
Of a hich I am dreaming !might.
January 2
by his parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
,
He was drafted frfith Narrhville._
L. C. Linn. F. 2-c. st-n of-Mr. and
Ire. Everetts B. Linn. the older Burkeen. Dexter, Route 1.
•;..."
Noverritiber . 6. 1943.. He worked Do you remember those days of
Mr, J. E. Linin cit Murray. Route son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Linn. has
He *as drafted from this county
there and played ball.. He is a
heaven
Lt. Harding Cole Williams, who
2. entered the: service in Decem- been, in the service since April, Mareh
24, 1944. He -is with the
gradlate of Lynn Grove in the We spent in our own little dale'
for the Pala months , has been staber. 1943. He trained at FarragteL 1942. and has been ,oversea
two First Army and in Belgium. He
a-lass of 12: While in school there *That's why I cherish ourtmentiortes
tioned in--Cuba, is again in the
kieskas and is now at 141:sa _ years.wears the Infantryman's Badge.
'As-vtaa namidabeat all-round bas- Out here the living in hell.
K
u:
.A. and is stationed tit Salina.
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-gradniate
-nr-Xlmo High
With a Quartermaster Corps_ he He is married to ,the former .Miss
aettball player.
He
oached .3
Sellout
and before induction he was has seen service in the Philippines Molene Peeler. They have a little
team while in--training at Great Wentember each time That
loved in defetiae work
-troit.
and has been -stationed in New girl four years old, her name is
Lakes.
sou s
ie spent „a shirt leave with his Guinea for some time.
Barbara Ann. The mother and lit• He is married to Miss Mary Lee And how often sta.
- al-sand.
b.t ,p..rents
last'July.
Burge. of 1VlayfiatId. She and their
tru.."
Pfc. Linn is a graduate of Ahno tle daughter reside with her paZ17:5 AWE 5911
Mrs.. Freeman
•w.. children reside iii Upland._ All these things
('sail, E. Parker. Pb. 3L 2-,
remember
High School and be.ore induction rents. Mr. and
Peeler, Dexter, Route 1.
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Calif_
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Not Everybody in Calloway County Subsextbitil
to The Ledger & Times,
But Nearly Everybody Reads It!
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Ia "Peter Pan" Fantasy To
Be Staged On March 31

LIONS CLUB

Farmers of Calloway Making Good Start In Centre Raises Salary
Replacing Scrub Bulls With Registered Sires of 'Faculty Members

'Kussin Kitty' Collects

either for individual 'spectators or
for .years in ,Virnej -passage. "Mer
Pan" is perenially new and perenially appealing to all who love a
play.
'TIclets for the Murray presenta:
The Murray Lions Club enjoyed
non of "Peter Pan" will go on sale one of its most
"Just a line to say
interesting meeton
the
campus on Monday morn- ings Tuesday night when
WE ARE ON OUR WAY
noning,
March 26. Dr. Racine Spicer,. members of the club
Bringing PETER PAN
who assisted
Miss Beatrice Frye, and Miss Lil- in presenting
On Saturday, March 31,
their recent successlian Hollowell will head the ticket ful minstrel,
1945, at 8 p.m."
•
were guests of honor
Sufh was the message received sale fur the student body; Miss
Miss Nadine Overall and Miss R.'
a few days ago by officials oldrthe Caroline 'Wingo will have charge bcrta - Whitnah, representatives ea
for
the
faculty.
The
ticket
comMurray - Branch of the Amehican
the local branch of AACJW. were
Association of University Women mittee at the Training School Is '
present and made brief announCeunder
the
direAion
of
Miss
Ruble
from the Clare Tree Major Chilments concerning "Peter Pan", .
- a.
Smith;
and
Miss
Lula
Clayton
dren's Theatre of New York who
widely-known play which will be
will present Barrie's masterpiece Beale leads the same committee presented in the College
auditorium
of dtarnitic fantasy in the College for Murray High School.
Satufday night at 815 o'clock.
Auditorium neXt weck.
Flowing the delectable meal,
A few pepole seem to have the
Lion Carter called for introduction
erroneous idea that "Peter Pan"
of guests and Cubs. 'Lion Mcis a play with an appeal almost
Ga-vern
presented Prof Morey,
Major Jacob M. Mayer, former guest; Lion Davis presented
wholly for children. Of course this
James
is a great mistake.
Since 1904 Murray student, has Peen. awarded W. Beverage. Cub: Lion • Barnett
"Peter Pun" has continued to at- the Bronze, Sta.- Medal for meri- presented 0. B. Beitine, Cob;
Lion
tract and entertain huge throngs torious service from June. 1944, Gilbert on behalf of Lion
Tacker,
of boys and girls, youths and to January, 1945.
presented Waylon Rayburn, Cub,
maidens, men and women, whose
Major Mayer is with the U. S. and L. D. Miller, guest.
.
ages range-from five to twenty to Army Medical/ Corps as Chief of
Lion Carter expressed the club's '
eighty-five.
Highly sophisticated the
General Surgical operating appreciation to the
honored guests
-metropolitan audiences of New room and Chief of the Generzil
sur- and called on Lion Moser to in.York and London, for instance, gical team of the 41Ist U.:acuation
troduere the group. Curtis Hughes
have clamored for "Peter Pan" Hospital, according -to
the May- was presented as one of the outnightly- for a whole year's run at field Messenger. He has
After hearing a sermon by their battalion chaplain, Navy Lt. John
partici- standing soloist of the. minstrel.
a time Orid have revived the play pated in the campaign of
M. Du Puts of Detroit, Mich., these five members 0 a pioneer batNor- Miss 'Mary Elizabeth Roberts, ditalion
of the Fourth Marine Division somewhere in the Pacific,
again and again. It is a drama for mandy. France. Northern
France, rector of music at Murray high.
swore off swearing. The "Kussin Kitts," tobacco can with a slot
all ages of people because true art and at present is stationed
in school presented the folloWing: Miss
In the top. helps them keep their resolve, for each time one of
of this type knows no date line-- Geemany.
the quintet cusses, he must make a contribution to the ;tins."
Patricial Me
II. Mrs. C. R. McThe money goes to Chaplain Du Pais, who turns it over to a local
Gavern, M.
Carolyn Carter, Miss
institution fur religious charity. 'the five Marines are, left to right,
Betty Jea4f
. Outland, Miss Bobby
Corp. John M. S..unders of Nashville, N. ('., Sgt. TOM L. Williams
Sue Orr. Miss Jeanette Farmer,
of Tacoma, Wash. Corp. Willard it Carpenter of Grand Rapid,
,.f
Miss Naomi Whitnell, Miss Ann LetMich., Corp. William J. Seipel, Jr., of Columbus. 0.. and Staff Sgt.
Charles 3.'Moore of Warren Point, N. J. it:, s m.o.. Corp. Photo)
Ilitiat,' Mrs. Juliet Holton 'Cooper, I
Miss I.eita Rose Gholson. Miss
Jeanne Butterworth. Miss CrystaWill Present
line Clinningliam Miss Sharlyn E.
Reaves. Miss Anneva Blalock. Miss
• WiTM'a Jo LoVins... -Mrsi Mary'E.
I Roberts. Miss Betty Lou Sanders.
i Miss Hazel Hood. Miss' Phyllis FarBy SGT. DAN 1.1•A'IN,
The hest
v, four of the nye
mer. Miss..Mary Jayne Kennedy.
A THREE-ACT COMEDY
Marine Corps ('ombat
Marines wen;
church.
They
Miss Avonell Farmer ,and
Miss
By Lillian Mortimer
Correspondent)
were Corp. John M. Saunders of
Eleanor Gatlin,
1
SOMEWF1TRE IN THE PACIFIC Nashville, N. C.,' Corp. Willard 'A.
Miss Sharlyn Reaves gave a
8: 1 5 P. M., MARCH 31
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM delightful
piano solo:. Miss Betty I Delay,d)-_•P`LS is the story of Cartkriter of Grand Ranids.„Micba
Lou Sanders gave a lovely vocal "Kussin Kitty" and the Five Ma- Corp. William J. Scope-1, Jr.. of
CHARACTERS
Columbus, O. and,. Staff Sgt.
solo, accompanied at the' piano by. rines.
(In order of .appearance)
Miss Roberts: a vocal trio was
The five Marines weie rimers
.
, Charles J. Moore of 'Warren Point,
Tom Spark, a young carpenter
. •
Lloyd Roane given by Misses
are.. Bloods N.-.J. Tommy Williams stayed in
Naomi 'Whitnell. as Marines often
Wally Allen.- in advertising
Paul Grogan Hazel Hood. and
beathtu-ads
arc.
not
the
best breed: the.,tent.
Jeitnette"
Farmer,
Ma Averill, everybody's mgther
,,
Ruby Erwin iizeomparlied
at the piano by Miss ing ground for soft language
Feel Like `Whipped Dogs'
Lark Marie Sumner. Ma's niece, engaged to Wally ,
Melba S. Orr
One of the . five Marines. Sgt.
Calvin McCay. a henpecked husband'
Text of Chaplain Dti Puis' serPat Paschall Roberts To close the entertaining
Mrs. Blossom McCay, his arde and -boa— —
Sue Simmons program, the girls' chorus sang "fir Tom L.- Withams of Tacoma. Wash., mon was "Let's .Be Christians on
Harry Booth in real estate
got disgusted.
Paul Bray My Green Cathedral."
Weekdays as Well sit on Sunday."
Smudge, cook at Ma Averill's
,Betty Jo Alton
Lion Secretary Hickok announc"Every Stindayrwe go to church The Mhrinet came
back from
/Citten'allake.:a beauty specialist'
Mary Jo Erwin ed (hat' 39 Lions were present. and
think we're real Christians." church feeling "like whipped dogs"
Dick Smith. 'a real estate salesman
Sonnie White [Jim 'Worthington,'who has
been
he said: "Then the rest' of the and talked it over. The five deRoger Gail, Wally's pal
A. H. McLeod
ill, was- given a hearty welcome. week we talk like anything but. cided to create the "Kussin Kitty
Mona Spark. Tom's sister, an ugly duckling
. Janet Orr
Lion Carter appointed Lions O. It's no use being a Christian on
"Kussin Kitty" is a round tobacTIME: The present
T Skaggs. Noel Melugin, and Will Sunday only."
co can, with a slot cut in the top,
PLACE: Ma Averill's boarding house, in a live town in California.
Higgins Whitnell • to serve 'on a
Overheard by Chaplain
and sfands on a file box in the ofMrs Martha Ellis
The Leatherneck quintet, mem- fice where the five Marines work.
Class Sponsor and Coach special committee formed to confire with Lion Tucker.
bers of a pioneer battalion, of the Every time one of the five swears.
Added Attraction: KEY QUARTET
New committees were named Eourth Marine Dlvisitn works in he has to
dig down and foe& "Kusand will aPpear in this columnoat an office adjoining that of Navy sin Kitty"
Tirkets at the Ihey .
20e and 30c an early date.
Lt. John M. Du Pais of Detroit,
The money "Kussin Kitty" makes
Mich.,. the battalion chaplain. Who goes to Chaplain Du puis, who
is former assistont Dean of Men turns it over to-a local institution
it Notre Dame University. Chap- '*w reljgious . charity. 'During the
lain Du Puis overheard_ the wor,k *first week of her exist.
"Kos-

Children's Theatre
To Give Play
March 31
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NOTES

Major J. M. Mayer
Is Awarded Medal

THE JUNIOR CLASS

HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL

Marine Quintet Evolves System
To Halt Use of Hard Language

"HE'S • MY PAL"

:re

Alfocorn Feed . . .
DeKalb Hybrid Seed
Corn . . . Field Seeds
Seed Popcorn!

sin Kitty" collected $15. The next
week' she made much less.
"No danger of 'Kussin Kitty' putting herself out of business," the
five Marines' admit. ,,But she's
done a lot of good.
•

March. 19—
J. McMullen of Centre College announced today that
a new faculty salary scale, amounting in some instances to a possible
increase of 50 per cent, would go
into effect with the beginning of
the 127th annual session of the
college beginning September 1945.
Dr. McMullen stated that the increase would place Centre College
faculty salaries on a.par with those
paid by other institutions of high
rank. He added that this action
was calculated
to continue-to
guarantee to Centre students a
kuperior class of men and women
as professors.

- Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorne and
daughter. Mary Ann. Mrs. Everette
Bucy of Chicago, ill., arrived Sunday to visit their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons. They will
make their horn', in Murray.
Mrs. Everette Buey received a
letter Friday from her husband,
Pfc. Eta:retie Beiey, dated March
17-go-Ile is in a hospital in England.
Mrs. Bertha Rogers who has been
in the Clinic very ill, has returned
to her home.
•
'
Use our etassuieci
sax_ they
get the hos1Cle.s

Buy that extra War Bond nowl

THE FARM BUREAU ...
is the only organization that is 100 per cent for the farmer and
rural section. Unselfish because they are active in the common good of county and town. In these prosperous times no
Iwtter investment can be made than to invest in annual dues.
If you think you cannot afford the fee, then be a friend to it
an'. way.
In post war planning Calloway County will benefit from
that organization. We know there are other organizations that
are good, but none reach to the four corners of the'county like
'the Farm Bureau.
Farm Rareau officers and directors are the busiest men in
the county, each carrying on and operating farms, fighting
against weather conditions, labor shortage and working time
and a half every day that the sun shines. That is our hope
against food shortage. a •late spring, with many uncertainties,
hut a full acreage is expected of them: however it is the duty
of every citizen to come to their aid, in planting and harvesting — give them all support.
A shortage of every epaterial desirable is here — no relief
in 1945, cooperation and salvaging of all commodities and materials is ever our duty.
Farmers need better road maintenance, giving them an
outlet to the markets, and a was to get to church and school,
that he may be safe and happy to live In the country.
Don't get hot and bothered about certain styles and flavors. In times lige theye, make things at hand serve your purpose, fix it with what you have to fix it with.

as

I have been on the go for 60 days and find markets bare.
We will use what we have and :save our money until we ran
buy useful things. Come in to see us; we have just what
others have.
Help crippled children to walk.

T. 0. TURNER

1

The
St. Louis Sinfonietta
•

wil4 present If \l'ell-balanced program of
Classical and modern music in the

Murray- State College Auditorium
,at Murray, Kentucky

WE HAVE MOVED THE REMAINDER OF dUR
STOCK OF FEED AND SEED TO OUR

Monday Evening, April 2, 8:15 P. M.
_
Tbe St. Louis Sinfrott•tta is a selected group of seventeen
professional orchelitra musicians chosen frdm the highly esteemed St. Louis Symphony. Mr. Paul Schreiber, a native of
St. Louis, has been the conductor of this Sinfonietta_since it,
organization in 1937. Mr. Schreiber himself performs in the violin section of the St. Louis Symphony_ and during the summei
season is assistant concertmaster of the symphony orchestra
which plays for the out-of-doors Municipal Opera in St. Louis
He has had excellent playing experience under such famous
conductors as toosoks. Stravinsky:- Prokofieff, Sir Thoma.
,
Beechem. and Golschmann.

_SOUTH FOURTH STREET
IMPLEMENT HOUSE ON

In order to close out as quickly as possible, we are
offering most of these items at

REDUCED PRICES

The St. Louis 'Sinfonietta Ita, been presented ttrough 13,o!
the Community „Conee?t Association and the Civic idusee A
dation during the spring season each year, pleastng.audier.
wherever it has performed. It is in reality a miniature sy !IL
phyny orchestra with most of the tone color and 'dynamic range
of the full orchestra.

I. T. TAYLOR

Making Good Money
...and Headed for TROUBLE
You know her. You see he every day.
She is smart enough to make good money
foolish enough to spend it all. And
she is headed for trouble.
"I can't save now," she says. "There
are too many things I want.- I'll start
later on ... not now."
Other folks, in other times, Inuit'talked ,
that way. Lots of them came to grief.
For industry can slacken ...
jobs can dwindle ... payrolls
can fall. Then comes the
pinch! And the pinch is felt

Tickets can he purchased at the door on Monday night

by persons who had intended to save
"later on."
For your famity's sake,as w10
.
11 your
Country's sake,save now. Platering.
Plan your spending. Be realistic.,
ut
your plah in black and white. Bur oily
what you need. Invest in plenty of War
Bonds. Bank part of your money in an
emergency account.Then,in the future,you
will have something to show.
,,
for the dollars you now ate-'
earning Ad will help to maintain their purchasing power.

•••

Help the nannies efforts to keep your hyena rota
DOWN, the borne poser of your (loner UP

P1RICES ARE Spy and 75e, tax included

Tints advecturvreet it atireved

the tyfra of &comae Stabilizettiom

THE PROGR,AM W11.?.COMMEN'CE AT 8:15 P. M.

Seed & Implement Co.

MUSIC LOVERS OF THIS AREA ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND TIIIS OUTSTANDING MUSICAL

South Fourth Street
.,Aggiffica mos
•

The training of 'children is a
profession, where we must know
how to lose time in order to gal,:
it.
—Ros,,

, DANVILLE. ry

Kentucky „Bell's News,..Presidint R.

••-41,

49

•

V.

Increasing., _interest, is
being
shown every day in the program
to make Calloway County-the home
of better live-stock. Since the beginning of the carimaign 31 scrub
bulls have been sold.'
It is generally recognized that
the program, to be successful, must
have sufficient replacement by registered bulls properly distributed
over' - thy. county. A number of
farmer's have already
replaced
scrub stock with registered stock.
The complete list of persons. purchasing registered bulls will appear in an early issue of the county press. Also a chart showing the
progress of the high school districts is being compiled.
A Summary of the situation at
present reveals that there are yet
98 scrub bulls in the county and
that the number of registered bulls,
has been increased to 67.
Ray Tresin Sr. is doing a splendid work. in going out and locating
registered bulls, bringing them to
the county and selling them to the
farmers at cost plus
truckage.
Some three or four bulls are still
on hand at the Ryan Milk Plant
remaining from a' load brought in
last week.
Data oh' file in the .• County
Agent's office._ at the Milk Plant.
Chamber of Commerce-, and the
Purebred -Livestock Association oflice indicates that it will take
some 5 or el) more registered bulls
to adequately meet the dairy needs
o thecolinty. It is believed that
with the cooperation of traders
and stock men, the farmers themselves, and the people of Murray
interested in the welfare of agiisultpne that" the campaign which
has been begun will meet With the
same six:Venial _Li-Sults that have
been Orpical of Calloway ccamtians
in various progressive movements
The' past: The local Chamber
of Commerce is preparing a program of publicity by means of
-si-jers- and posters which will be
displayed with a vi w for better
livestock in cur great'county.

-

FEATURR

BANK of° MURRAY
MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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phis by ,Mrs. Mildred Turnbow l with her children,- returned home!
HAZEL NEWS .•-iiejle_ef_s
legpliaD Teknbew. who is4 last weele.
I
%lilting the trip With „her. They i Mrs. Atha -Jees
of Hopkins- i
tn
Willie -S*.
werues of Lynn orthei _
,„.
yule' spent the week-end with

Hickory Grove
. I lappenings

ago. Both will be remembered by
older people ot South Plessiant
Grove. Their son, Herman Cole,
survives.
her i
• spent Stmday .as •tbe irtheelepsejitr. — 7.--- .-.- 7.-77Sara Smothersuut
Bill 'Hurt. who is employed at , patents. Mr. and Mrs. John Lati-i
Mack II. Feinards. 68. Dies,
The Hazel items last week mem
warn. K
Felix Denham. • Mr. Se.
itlly to Mr. and Mrs. Cal- Honed
Mack II Etwerds. ...se 436. died
the death of -Eddie Douglas
.and 'Mr.' Denhate. _seas- Kis -stays'Oak Ridge.-Tenn, spent she- Week-- t mer. Wilson. on. as\ount of the at Paris. Eddie and his late sister,
1 R. W. GrFen Of maysisis -, was Ptiday- night. March 9. at his home
been close friends-einee their boy-.end %Isn't* his eamily.
- - r in Pair Deahng. He had been
death of their sop. Joe Brown Tat Nellte Douglas Farless. were formMr. and .. Mrs. W. B. Milstead i here, Tuesday.
'hood days.
I .ailing
s
.
health for ses.cial
Es. 43urina on March 9. Mrs. Wilson erly•esupils et Gunter's Flat.' They
s
spent
Sianday
in
the
home
of
Mrs.'
Prereiss
Berrie
Gilbertsville.1
s
pent
t
Mrs Bozelle„ Miller Daniel but esad been able to go a ut his was 'reared
South' Howard vi- were cOusins of Mrs. Minnie DougHenry ai
'perents". OF. and Mrs. i was guest of Mr, .ind Mrs.-....
• last week sin. Pan. visiting .her .1111'"cPcU,
regular duties until .
Sunday einity. Luise Brawn tat this com- las Bradley, also of Mrs. Caz HumFaselial.
MS.
i
Sunday.
'
aunt. Mrs.:R. k Chirsman.
night precediag his
ath.
was munity- is a brother, of Bess Brown phreys and Roy Cooper.
• The -condition el Mre. N. P, Hen- I Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Marshall .I taken suddenly
Murray
, Barite Craig- wase in
area& ass+0 bee -been quite in t yrereem, Milan. Tenn.. Sunday.
'
ande 4146a! 12
W4
.
'
re'leee1441Y We? In`4"1°n I; A dolirh us Myers after a visit
an 1 "
Monday cas business. • - •
tit the end came. the aged graedniuther of Joe Brown 1 with
relatives and friends. accum_ Mr. and Mrs. Heffeard •Passhail siece tires of the year. 'remains 1 Mr. and .Mrs J. W. Morgan of f stantlY wcwse
'tette.- Mrs. Mollie Ed- Wilsen. Mrs. U. S. Miller.
Glam.:oh -Teen .
- were in Hazel
Beaide
. 4t
_ e ; partied by -his wife has returned to
and derighter. Mel. Covingten. encheneed:. _
c
leaves
five
suns.
Sundae visiting Mr. Morgan't sis- -wards.
Frank . Mrs. Nelle 'Atkins Reynolds of/ camp. '
vivre in Murrey -Mendes'
- .
i Ms
- • A- A .1,anes returned from
7 Syrnsonia. Carl, Murray. Puryear informed the writer lest . Mrs. german Ellis was a weekhastrer, Era. Gladys Raspberry and EdWI
ble• and Mr. Ow-en Brandon and , Deiseet lase week . *here
Navy,
David
aute
2.
Alvie. week that her brother-in-law, At- end visitor with Mrs.' Hartie Ellis
family.
.
suns Ted and ISL.:x. • were in.. Gil- been veeting her children,
Waynesburg, Ky., `Jamrs, Army, kills Cole of Fulton but formerly and Mr. and Mrs.. Stark Erwee-L Craig is in the, hleson h
'burls-vale. Sundas.,
1 . Mr. end Mrs. Haney Hall- of .Pa- .G'
-.•
.. .• . ii
esi . who is in an overseas hotpital for ed Crossland. died recently of
Mrs. Russ Paschall spent several
Mr. and NirS Macon Erwin. S.
duceh were last Friday guests of
...wounds received. in action: two pneurneania and eomplications, Mr., days last week with her daughter,
tremble.
.
Wassail and Alisen Vail ii Were in / Mr. aria Mrs. Owen Brandon.
- Mrs. 011ie Denham..l.4; in Si daughters. Mrs. Lalah Higgins. Cole's first wife. the former Ida Mrs Hoyt Craig and Mr. Craig of
. Murray Meeday
Simpson was carried to a
„
1 B.
Detroit, and Mr's Lola Hatton. II- Atkins, passed away several years Mason's Chapel.
Mrs Wynelle and mother, Mrs. 1 Murray hospitel Monday for treat- Louis a few days las .'Week to visit
her brotherHorn
Cole and Mrs. limas: one lItep-son. William Wynn.
John °wee. Miss Ann Dillihuntly.1
- Detroit: three. - sisters and two r
'relatives.
and friends of Paris. Tenn ...were'l Mrs Leer Hendricks and 'Mrs. Cole, and oth
Mrs. Mi ed Gass arid son „Elob- brothers and several grandchildren
guests in the horr.c ref Mrs. A. H. Jimmie
Paschall were
Murray
bie let
t Friday for Oak Ridge. also -survive. him. Funeral airMcLeod last week.
1 visitofs Nfonday.
to
visit her husband Mr. vices were held in the Fair DealAve Lee Dethlefsen visited in
Joe Puckett of Akron. Ohio. lss
ing Church of Chrtst. of which he
piss who is employed there.
Pinsoer the weel--end.
friends here this Feek.
7
was a member, by Eld. Jewel Nore
Mei.
Imogene
Hurnden
of
lettiehtWayne.
CeLe .cifeSt. Louis, sex. of:
Mrs Will Miller spent i"'efeeer
man of Sharpe. Burial was in the
Mr. and Mrs • Chfilie Cele. is visit- I days in Nlayfield . with her claUgh- gan arrived Monday where she
vsill be guest eat her mother. Mrs. church •cemetery under the dime- ,
ing them This week
; ter. Mrs Peel. litendrix. .
tan
teen
Filbeck and Cann funeral
pellie Linn.
•
, 'Mrs - 0 ,.B Turntiess'i
'Wed: ly.
1
Mrs. Deesie Creig was in Muc- Honies-Benten..
nesday for See
go. Celt!. where Giedys
rry wee in
ray Saturday to visit her husband.
Mr.. Edwards had spent most of ,
she well seer. tees e.s7 Rohe L., Murree. Monde!:
G L Craig. .who is a patient in his life in Marshall county. but he:
Terrib• ev see,- 1•.ee U. S.
Mrs.. A. A ones. who has been
see, esnitss
had Uved several years in Calloway !
Nave
Mere ie. De • 7 •
r the. e
few months 1.-:•-•
county around Alm° and Dexter
he had many friends.

S. Pleas

Grove

1

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Guthrie, Mrs. Boyd were called to the bedside (If
Dub Guthrie and children, after the forrner's grandfather. Bub
attending services at Pleasaiet Gupton, who passed away Swid
Grove drove to the home of their at thessige of 94 years.
sister and aunt, Mrs. Pearl Jones
near Salem church . where they
were dinner guests, Sunday.
Bert ,Moore returned last. week
to Mason's hospital fur medical
treatment..
J. B. Bleiock. special re present,Mr. and Mrs. Aisle Coope eisited Use! ef the W.O.W., left here WedMhtort:;:ee
nesda_y•the 28th tp have -charge ete ats.the
stdearMsMi
flarannd
eY Mr.si
s A
tAhd
eams
and conduct a three weeks Me:era4 their daughter, Mrs. Wilson, in lierehip campaign in the city at
Ilaeel Sunday afternoon.
Louisville.
Bro. Childers will fill his reguIt is expected to be one of the
Lir appointment at Pleata,ut .V•iieeve
biggest cemegigns +-conducted it,
next Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
Kentucky.
May we all think seriously What
The grand finish, will be held
Easter means, in the gift of a savior
Who died on. a cross for the sins,of -around May 1 with e banquet,
initiatien." with several of the nathe world.
Last week, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis;tional officers present as guests

J. B. Blalock
In Louisville

pig,

9:45
10:5C
6:0C

6:3C
7:0C
E. El
•

h144X

Mass
1
Mrs.

Curt

w

Die

Lynn Grove Girl, 1
Sesillsfig

DeKALB HYBRID
We now have a good stock of DeKalb Hybrid
Seed Corn. Get yours while

you

can

get

your

choke.

J. T. TAYLOR SEED COMPANY
at Second Street Location All This Week.
after This Week all our siirck will be at the
Implement Store on Fourth Street

The Girl' Scouts 'met Saturday
coming pro_

,.,.,.;there.

Bonnie Garrison is pseparing
to enlarge Ms place of business
,
elmo Crusting. by adding a. garage
and tvarehouse to his store.

-rem sp..neored by
P-TA
MeDahiei7 is building- traeree
leaas. were- atco .iiiii.vmoifari 'tor iiikes te hit, store at Deno'. d camping trips.
A. M....Elkins is moving to the. i
•
All -14tessgerissehieve received -their
05..• ••C• McDaniel place
ernicja is
The—aext- nsleting- -writ ben
teterday. ;April 10. at 2:00 o'cloar.
An the GirleSeouts' are Urged to
,..end the next meeting.
- .E.doseeTtrielt ers Troop Scribe. .
.
Tt Ti easier us intline The early
Mehl .rightly, than the biased
end Children not inisteught. nal...slty las-e Gods for They are puretided affeeiora.ite and eeneral'F'

You Cannot Afford To Miss Seeing

"Peter Pan"
ity SIR JAMES BARRIE

...—
sees
.
Herbert Conn nr. Detroit. spent
seveeal days recently with his family ean •Almn. Route 1.
- H. L. Riley, Karkeese Route 1
.spent a few days last week with
Derrald Edwards.
.
John Elkins he-reeeived• a medical dieetearge 'from the army ann
bas now-Joined his wife and -little
eon in Detroit.
.
Rayford
Smith is recoverins
from-an -eperetteti for appendicitis
Mrs. Lila Byers. Detroit,
visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs
D. T. Wyatt and herettaughter, Mrs
Ave. Garrisen. Aemo Creeging. Mrs.
Nannie Gr i'don.• Detroit, is .also
visiting Mr. and, Mrs. Wyatt
Mr. and Mrs, Mete Mathis. received a lett, r Friday from their
sen Alfred, statang - that he is now
r. France..
•
B•attitif.
Oarrreests has mem-inert
. r..,m a „short visit in Detroit..
Mr. and. Mrs. • L. P. Bridges and
'.t lion,,f Pryorsburg. spere Sunright with Mr. and Aire Carl
. Edwards and fairaly.

\lerchants And OP.To Study New Rules

fiy

Clare Tree Major Children's Theatre of New York

Requirtments of the new rctail
togiat,u,gt on pricing et apparel
home furnishings well bes.dis• sed At a meeting ot .retasil merrats of Calloway county with
ereeentatives of OPA on Wednes•
• Apr al 4. at 10 a in , illr'se
ethouse. GeeefeeVcrett. theirman
•he tsar 0...only War Ptle.' i•- •!
air mg Board. annimeeed
ell C-.41./Owny county murcl-.
•.a. snl; clothing, shons fiirt.;t lie.
or home ft..: . ash j :ilk,- Of
kind
11-• •1(1 1,11, iereteng. Mr. Se
• ea
• prieo 191,1:110 crhoolnd in the
seiens •.f the new-40,
inh he ..:•.• a ffi a'is- M,In !a 2i1.
• 15 will__ tee .1J?
flt_
_, sees:el _re
,•
:

(All Adult Players)

COLLEGE AUDITORIUM

Murray State Teachers College

Saturday, March 31

•O
,
ta.ai a'a .
i yr .. copy - 41
,
11:d rsqii
1:
the B.erl Office .the

8 P. M.
Sponsoyed by the

Murray Branch •
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
' WOMEN

OfFEP

top benefit-of

GENUINE

:'Mery Moss CarrScholarship Fund
• and A.A.O.W.
Fellowships

LEATHER &ZIPPER

MAKE UP KIT
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General
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Advanced Sale of Tickets
( I (.:(it. (12
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Tickets at door a-re-ern I5 cents higher than advanced rale prices,
(except general admission tickets for children which are 35 cents at
door.
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1945

four
ond

This custom was adopted last
year and proved helpful to in-dividuals and the whole City •
and County.
We believe we are fully co-operating with the wartime program by.
Closing our stores Thursday
afternoons
National Stores Corp.

Lermt.n.Brothers

Tiny Tot Shop

Littleton's

Peoples Savings Bank

Crass Furniture Co.

Corn-Austin Co.

Dunn's Barber Shop

'

Farmer-Gibbs Dress Shop

Furches, Jewelry

Gladys Scott's
Graham & Jackson

Murray Paint and Wall
Paper Co.

Murray Fashion Shoppe

Shroat's Meat Market

H. B. Bailey

Bank of Murray

Adams Shoe Store

E. S. Diuguid & Son

Firestone Home and Auto
Supply

•

Western Auto Store
White Way Barber Shop
T. 0. Turner
Wilkinson's Barber Shop

(
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•

•
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Match 29; 194r;
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Samuel C'. McKee, Pastor

THE HARDIN CHARGE
henry Smith,. Pastor

0.•••••••••••••.4•0

• -HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
•
H. F. Paschall, Pastor

TratEs

Read the -Ledger & Times' Classified Adds

fl SUNDAY

Improved
Hardin Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Thursday. March 29, 8:00-8:45 p. Uniforms
Church School. 10 a.m.
Sunday. Sunday School Superin:
m. Celebration of the Lord's SupInternational II
Preach 11-a.m. by the Bev. ,
tendent, Paul Dailey.
per m cominemoration of its instiPalestine
Morning Worship at 11 am. on
. Room on
tution hi the 'Upper
Church School 10 a.m.
second and fourth Sundays each
Thursday night .of "Holy Week-.
Preaehing 11 a.m. by Pastor.
month.
All who love the Lord, of any de
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
of Chlcagcr.
Dexter
Evening Service at 7:45 on secnomination, %vitt be welcome at Of The Moody Bible Institute
I Mai METHODIST CHURCH
Released by Western Newspaper Union,
MURRAY I. HURCH OF CHRIST
Church School 10 a.m.
ond and fourth Sundays.
this candle-lighted Table._
1 11. Mullins, Jr., Minister
,
sixth and Maple Streets
I Preaching at 7;30 paIl....by the
Training Unions each Sunday at
Sunday, Easter Day, 1:00 a.m, at
Harold Watson, Minister
pastor.
1.30 pan. Layman White, director.
the First Methodist Church, we
Every member of the Hardin
9:45 A.M. Sunday School
W.M.U. meets on Wednesday
join in observing the Sacrament of
Bible study at 9:45 a.m.
10:50.A M. Morning Worship
the Lord's Supper tergther with ' Lesson =Wachs and Scripture texts aat Char_ge is urged to go to church, on following second and fourth Suninternatia
conyrighted by
communion at Christians of other denominations. leeted and Religious
Worship with
6:00 P.M. Methodist Youth
'
Fel.;
Education; used br Easter• and make an offering for
Council of
10:50 a.m. and 130 p.m. Subjects: 9:45 a.m. Sunday School. Spe- permission.
the Benevolences.
lowship
rETTWAPTIST CHURCH .
"Four
invited.
"In
Tilt
Every
one
is
and
Image of God,"
6:30 P.M. College Vespers
cial offering for Foreign MisL. V. Henson, Pastor
THE AUTHOR AND PERFECTER
Views Of Life."
7:00 P.M. Evening Worship
S101)8.
OUR FAITH
OF
Prayer meeting WednesclaY ev- 10:00 'a.m. College-Navy Class, Miss
E. B. Howton, Sunday School Sup.
KIRK SEY CIRCUIT
, Preaching twice each month, on
ening at 7:30 .
_
erintendent
Ella Wcihing.. teacher.
,
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
first, Linda third Sundays, at 11:
LESSON TEXT-Matthew 21:0226:9.
We cordially invite you to at- 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship SerC. B. Ford, Superintendeqt of
GOLDEN TEXT-Letss run with paa.m.
before
us,
set
Bence the race that ls.
tend. all services.
Adult DiVision
vice
Sunda); School every Sunday at
looking unto Jesus the author and Per' Worship Services:
Max B. Hurt. Superintendent - of
Sermon: "The Way of the teeter of our faith.-Hebrews 12:1, 2.
First -Sunday, Kirksey, at 11:00 10:00 a.m. L. D. Miller, superinYouth Division
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
e. Darning Hearta.m.; Cole's Camp Ground, 3 p.m. tendent.
Miss Kathleen Patterson, SuperinChristianity is a resuarection faith! and Mt. Hebron.at '7 p.m.
.-- The Westminster Choir will
I. W. Rogers, Pastor
tendent of., Children ,
How good it is to recall that, in this
'
sing
Second Sunday: Coldwater, at
Sunday:
FIRST CIIRISTIAN CHURN
troubled year of 1945, even as we 11:00 a.m. and Mt. Carmel at 7:00
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Director of Wes2:30 p.m. Junior High Fellowship
inspiritual
share
once
more
the
ley Foundation and College 9:30 A.M-Sunday School
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship
Sunday Services:
P.M°
Choir
7:00 p.m. Westminster Fellow- spiration of Easter Sunday.
Third Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at
10:45 A.M.-Sermon by Pastor
Church School--9:45 am. W. Z.
loving
the
that
Today
recall
we
ship
Curtis Hughes, Minister of Musk, 6:30 P.M. - The Pastor's Sunday
11:00 a.m. and Kirksey at 7 p.m. Carter, superintendent.
followers
and
friends
'hands
of
His
and Organist
Fourth Sunday: Mt. Carmel at
Morning Worship - 10:55 a.m,
Night Bible Class
had given theM.selve,s in what they
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De Mist sou have read with interest and
profit. and have searched sour !bides to It'OMp.ire what we ha % aa id with the real source
ol all teething that ntan should follovo in religion. Please do not take the Scriptures given
of (obedience
which emphasize the net
and infer that we believe or the Bible teaches
that obedience other than "from the heart"
Can avail. 'The Bible is very- careful to demand . obedience. yet never neglectful of the
fact that it must be "from the heart.- Thin
Is vi hat we have-been trying to teach. No outward act of obedience in acceptable unless it is
prompted by faith. illeb. 11:6; Jrio. 8:211. But
not in the
the fact that faith is necessary,'do
least remove the responsibility of obedience,
and nullify the many passages on this subjett.
Of course to admit, that man most obey God
is to admit that •alvation is conditional. and
to arysTesce to this is to say that God has
pros Wed salvation for all, and has placed upon
Erlarein *reapotihility 44 soccepting that salVaii6/1 according to His ifiod'si :cross or he
IPSE. This is not a cold formalism, nor meritorious salvation. It is The most God-fearing.
God-trusting,,- Goad -honoring plan known to
man. Man says. "Lord. I, know my unworthiness, my sinfuldes's, my, inability to SAWe myself.. 1 trust you implicitly. Just command,
and I still obey: point the %%ay, and 1 b111 go
therein." %%hot trusts (aid. fears Dim, and
honors Him more than this man?. Not one
example tin be found in the Bible where God
blessed re saved a man who did not honor
Him by -obeying Him.
As we said before, very few still contend
that there Is nothing for man lo do. and men
ho once preached that there is nothing man
"can do, are now proclaiming that there are at
lea•I tot.; all-impertant condillons of salveHon.,. So admitting that saltation is Conditional may we all seek to know what the COW+
d.itirm• are anti comply it ith them, trustin;
God to save us. ..Te...the 'alien sinner FAITH.
RIX! NTANI F., .ANI) BAPTISM, upon a confession of that falth are the required rem menthe-,.191k. 16116; Acts 2:18: Acts 2.2:16; Acts

a:31i. Then the Christian is to live a prayer
WI, obedient life. observing God's pr. rept% and
.rractieing the "Pure religion and undefiled be. . to visit the
fore God and the Father
fatherless and widows in their afflictions and
•Ito keep himself unspotted from the world "
"I Jas. I:271. 'Note. this is "pure religion."
Since there are some who do not know the
teachings of Churches of (- Mist. let MP point
out to no the Bible teaching and hence our
tHslis4f as to. whet repentance end faith are.
Paul declared: "Now faith is the substante
of things hoped for, the evidence of tieing% not
v•en." In our common language it 1. trust.
I,elief. confidence. There is only one faith in
hrist, though men would have you belies,
there are more. Eph. 0). There is no such
term in the Bible. as "fib torle al faith." Christ's
claim to a place in our hearts is such that it
I'.. impossible to believe Christ without believing on. Christ. 'these are ,man-made distinctions. It is possible to believe on Christ
• without being saved-that is our faith may
be dead, not alive, not active. IRead
12:42; ,ha. 1:20.26,. 1 hese are the Bible dis14pctions, Man must make no other. This'faith.
the "one laith," comes from hearing the word
of -tied. (limn. ttttS, How else could faith
hrist's death,
come? All we know of
atonement, and heaven, some from God's word
tire Bible.
And there can be no mistake as to what
repentance is if we w ill take the Bible. Re
pent:ince is a change of heart-the Bible heart.
tohich inclicleit the affections, desires, thoughts.
AWE Intents et man. It is not something that
conies in a flash. It comes of deliberation
Man seeing his sinfulness and God's mere', and
iCIVP, turns himself to Chriet, with faith that
says "Lord, what will thou hose me to do?"
*Acts 11:67 . I Read Matt. .20:28, 29: Acts 28:20
for a clear conception of repentancei. In reNentance Christ and the Fattier become the
center of our lives.

,

In coming to Christ we must accept Him as
an all -sufficient personal Saviour: Every' prom
he of his must Ms trusted, es cry direction
joy fulls accepted, and each of His commands
obeyed. This indeed makes him
1 ord and master in our lives and hearts_ For
this, Churches of Christ plead.

Welcome To The Churches Of Christ

has come back victorious from the
grave! We may be glad arid sing
etren In the midst of earth's sorrows and distresses. Let praise be
the employ of our lips constantly
as we worship Him and work for
Him.
The picture that greeted the surprised eyes of the two women as
they came to the grave, as it began
to dawn on the first day of the week,
was one resplendent with the glory
and majesty of God. The earth
quaked as the lightning-flashed. The
angel of the`Lord broke through the
supposedly - unbreakable seal of
Rome and rolled back the stone
which was to have permanently
•
closed the door to-the tomb.
This was done; not to release
Christ-for He had already gone, no
grave could hold Him-but that men
might see the empty grave and know
that He was risen. Other religions
keep the graves of their founders.
Christianity points to an empty
tomb.
To the foes of Christ represented
by the keepers, the coming of the
angel and the revelation of the power of God brought absolute discom()tare. That is still true. Men will
argue with theology,'church methods, even Christian profession, but.
when they see the power of God revealed, they can only be "as dead
men."
To the friends of Clihrist, the angel
brought comfort and assurance.
Their fears were assuaged by his
word of comfort, and then their faith
wait revived by the assurance that
Christ was risen. The resurrection
declares that He is the Son of God
with power, the Saviour of the
world.
III. The Joy of Christ's Disciples
(28- 7-0),
The followers of Christ had their
share of fear and unbelief, but It
was quickly overcome by joy and
assurance as they knew that their
Lord was risen.
The note of great joy Is highly
appropriate on Easter Sunday, but
just as proper on every Sundayyes, every day of the Christian's
life. He is risen from the dead!
That settles all questions about His
deity, His power, His salvation. It
meets the problems of our lives with
an unfailing word of confidence and
joy.
Be sure to note- that such good
news must not be kept to ourselves.
We should emulate the zeal of the
'disciples, who "departed-quickly!-'to
make it known to their families and
friends. The story of the victorious
Saviour is still unknown to many
thousands-possibly we should say
nalliops. Let somedne depart quickly to tell them of Jesus. And don't
forget to ask yourself, "Should that
someone be mt?"
Jesus met them op the way with'
•greeting of peace Ile loves to
fellowship with His people as they go
en His errands. You•will (Ind Him
there awaiting /our main*.

•
Buy that extra War Bond now.

N a t ure'Pi Own colors ... Suntan. Green•pray,
"Silver-cloud and %oods-brown ... will bring,a
51 'rit-lifting note to your wardrobe. Styles to
. comfort-weightoim'Il;
fit ,ott.• face and build
etry wearing. Come right in!
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Graham ST Jackson

CREAM
Sunday School, 1010 a.m. Hardin Morris, superintendent.
Morning Worship, 11:00 am.
Training Union. 7:00 p.m., J. J
Roberts, director.
Evening Worship. 8:00 p.m.
Mid-week prayer service at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday.
W.M U. meets each second and
fourth Wednesday.
BA.. GA., and Y.W.A. meet
Wednesday night
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Yes,$2.981 That'i all it costs for "brand new," beautiful walls-when you paint with Kern-Tone Miracle
Walt Finish. What's more, you'll get as fine a 6nish
as you can buy because quality Kern-Tone is a new
and different resin-oil paint-rich,hamjsome.durable!
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etietaill--GLildegrs not mietaissihts nate'i ical-dieeteiekte 111-0144- tlit•-Per
- prtri i
. ally love God: for they ale pur- - has mew pined his wife and Little
Implement Store on Fourth Street
ndre sffectionste and eeneral- ''4311 in Detroit.
_
St. ,, Bak.: Fddy i _e llayford _Smith Se recoverins
-— . 1 from on eperatien for appendiciti,
-Lata -Byers: Dtrbh, N.
s his parents, Mr. arid Mrs
D -1 Wyatt and her daughter: Mrs.
Avis Gssrisan. Almo Crossing. At.
?mit, -G.
Detroit, is alss
sating Mr end Mrs. Wyatt
Mr. and -Mrs, Alvie lVlathis re! s :s•ed
litter Friday from thee
Alfred, elating that he Ts now
Fraoce.
retnrreei
in _a .short vise en. Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. L. P Bridges and
Pryorsburg..spent Suns night 'with MT. -and. Mrs. Carl
wards and -fainity. ,
By SIR JAMES BARRIE
ss,
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You Cannot Afford To Miss Seeing

"Peter Pan"

\ Ic rchwits.And

Pre-et.ted Ity

Clare Tree Major Children's Theatre of New York
(All Adult Players)

COLLEGE AUDITORIUM

to Study New Rules
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regul item on pricing ef
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.cussed as a meeting of Telail
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This custom was adopted last
year and proved helpful to individuals and the whole City •
and County.

We believe we are fully co-operating with the wartime program by.

P.n.

Sponsored

by ht .

* Murray Branch
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN
. for benefit of •
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r
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N
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GENUINE

"Mary

Mom Carr Scholarship Fund and A.A.U.W.
Fellowships
General
Admission

Advanced Sale of Tickets
t
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LEATHER &ZIPPER

MAKE UP KIT
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1 ' I

Reserved Seats
n,;(11, 41'
Studt-nt, ate!
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Tickets at door are all 25 cents higher than advanced sale prices,
except general admission tickets for children which are 35 cents at
doer.
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TICKETS ON SALE At DRUG STORES
IN MURRAY

T. R. NOVELTY VFORKS,-OiPT. Et.
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Closing our stores Thursday
afternoons
National Stores Corp.

Lermi.n.Brothers'

Tiny Tot Shop

Littleton's

Peoples Savings Bank

Crass Furniture Co.

Corn:Austin Co.

Dunn's Barber Shop

Farmer-Gibbs Dress Shop

Furches, Jewelry

Gladys Scott's
Graham & Jackson

Murray Paint and Wall
Paper Co. -

Murray Fashion Shoppe

Shroat's Meat Market

H. B. Bailey,

Bank of Murray

Adams Shoe Store

E. S. Diuguid & Son

Firestone Home and Auto
Supply
Western Auto-Store
White Way Barber Shop
0. Turner
Wilkinson's Barber Shop
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LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE HARDIN CHARGE
Henry Smith, Pastqr

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
.
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
..
SUNDAY
11
"ved
"
11
Hardin
1 Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Thursday, March 29, 8:00-8:45 p. Usiforne
Church School, 10 a.m.
Sunday_ Sunday School SuperinCOebration of the Lord's SupSCHOOL
International
Preach 11 a.m. by the Rev. Fulks._ tendent, Paul Dailey.
p.r in commemoration of its insti.-_
,- Palestine
'- ' Morning Worship at 11 4.1rn. on
tution in the Upper Room on
Church School 10 a.m.
second and fourth Sundays -..._.
each
Thursday night cot "Holy Week".
Preaching 11 a.m, by paetor;"--1 month.
An •who love the Lord, of any deBy HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D• 0.
of Chicago.
Dexter
I Evening Service at 7:45 on secnomination, will be welcuine at Of The Moody titbit lostitute
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Released by Western Newspaper Onion.
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church School 10 sm.
ond and fourth Sundays.
this candle-lighted Table.
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister
Sixth and Maple Streets
Preaching at 7:30 p.m. by the'
Training Unions each Sunday at
Sunday, Easter Day, t:00 a.m. at
Harold Watson, Minister
pastor.
6:30 p.m. Layman White, director.
'the First Methodist Church, we
April
1
for
Lesson
, St-heel
11:45' A.M. Steele)
Every munbe_r of the Hardin
W.M.U. meets on Wedpesdey
pin in observing the Sacrament of
Bible study at 9:45 a.m.
10:50 A. .M Morning Worship
-the Lord's Supper togther with
Leeson subjects and Scripture texts se- Charge is urged to go to church on following second and fourth SunInternational
by
lected
and
copyrighted
Worship
communion
Ielethodist
with
P.M.
offering
for
6:00
Yodth fel-Christians of other denotninations. Council of Religious Education; used by Easter, and make an
10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Subjects: oia5,,a.ro. Sunday School. . Spe- permission.
lowship
the Benevolences.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Tht
Four
Image of God, and
6:30 P.M. College Vespers
Every one is invited. '
cial uttering for Foreign MisL. V. Henson, Pastor
PERFECTER
AND
THE
AUTHOR
_
„ - sione.
Views of Life." - - 7:00 P.M. Evening Worship
FAITH
OUR
OF
Prayer meeting Wednesday ev- 10:00 'a.m. College-Navy Class, Miss`
E. B. Howton. Sunday School SupKIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Preaching twice each month, on
ening at 7:30 .
erintendentElla WeThing. teacher.
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
first and third Sundays, at 11:00
LESSON TEXT-Matthew 21:62.23•11.
We cordially invite you to at- 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship Serof
C. B. 'Ford, Superintendent
GOLDEN TEXT-Let us run with Paa.m.
tend all services. •
tienFe the race that is set before U.S.
Adult Division
,
vice
Sunday; _School every Sunday at
looking unto Jesus the author and per- Worship Services:
Max B. Hurt, Superintendent of
Sermon: "The Way of the fecter of our faith.-Hebrews 11:1. 1.
First Sunday, Kirksey, at 11:00 10:00 a.m. L. D. Miller, superinYouth Division
Burning Heart"
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCII
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground, 3 p.m. tendent.
Miss Kathleen Patterson, SuperinChristianity is a resurrection faith! and Mt. Hebron at 7 p.m.
The Westminster Choir will
I. W. Rogers, Pastor
this
in
that,
Children
tendent of
How good it is to recall
Sunday:
Setond Sunday: Coldwater, at
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
troubled year of 1945, even as we 11:00 a.m. and Mt. Carmel at 7:00
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Director of Wes2:30 p.m. Junior High Fellowship
spiritual
inley Foundation and College 9:30 A.M.-Sunday school
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship share once more the
p.m.
Sunday Services:
7:00 p.m. Westminster Fellow- ispiration of Easter Sunday.
. Choir
-10:45 A.NL-Serrecin by Pastor
Third Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at
Church School-9:45 a.m. W. Z.
loving
the
Today we recall that
Curtis Hughes, Minister of Music, 6:30 P.M.-The Pastor's Sunday
ship
11:00 a.m. and Kirksey at 7 p.m. Carter, superintendent.
followers
'hands of His friends and
and Organist
Night Bible Class
Fourth Sunday: Mt. Carmel at
Merning Worship_ _ 10:55 a.m.
had given themselves in what they
W. J. Caplinger, Chairman of. the 7:00 P.M.--Group Meetings
OAK GROVE'BAPTISTCHURCH thought was to be their final act of 11:00 a.m.; Cole's: Camp Ground, Special Music wil be under the •dikloard of Stewards
Kesler,
7:30 P.M.--. _Sermon by the Pastor
3 p.m.; and Coldwater at.7 p.m.
rection of Prof. Merle
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
devotion to their Lord. His body
The Methodist Church 4is the liuesdayt
Fifth
Sunday:
Cole's Camp with Mrs. Frances Johnson, organhad been tenderly laid in Joseph's
"Church of the People" and not 2,00 P.M -Woman's Missionary
ist.
Janit's tomb and the great stone rolled in Ground at 11 a.m.
Sunday School, 1Q:60
the church of the theologians and
Seciety
I/150th Fellowship-6:30 p.m. A
H. Foster. superintendent.
place at its door.
the dogmatists. Its doors -are ever 7:O0 P.M.-Meeting of X.W.A.
program of Leadership training
Preaching by the pastor. Second
But even as some were kind and
ALMO CIRCUIT
open to any who desire to wort Twice Monthly)
and study. Mrs. John W. Reaves,
and Fourth Sundays at 11:00 a.m. loving, there were others who were
L. R. Putnam, Pas.oir
ship God -in spirit and in truth.
Work, in
Wednesday:
'Director
of Student
Preaching and Business Meeting. so relentless in their hatred that
7:30 P.M.-=Mid-Week Prayer Ser- Saturday before Second Sunday:
, they pursued Christ even beyond the Worship Services:
- .
grave.
First SundayTemple Hill. Sunat 3:4,K, ge.i
HAZEL CIRCUIT :METHODIST
I. The Hatred of Christ's Enemies day School 10:00 o'clock each Sun7:30 P.AT/fret'..41..,7 -of `OffiCers
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
"As new bina, bzbes desire the
CHURCH
(27:62-66).
and Teachers ....
•
Sunday's Schedule
sincere milk of the -word the, ,;tey
day; church_services 11:00 and InA. G. Childers, Pastor .
.S.;:oetimes wonder at the bit- dependence 2:41.
':7C
MI. Hebron, 700 WM.; Coldwater
may srmir therebe--1/
2t2)-.of ChristianeneirrIcs
terness
of
the
Second Sunday-RusSells Chapel. at 9.00 am.; Kirasey, MOO, a.m.;
'.'Man shall not live 'by 'bread
HARDIN HAPTIST,MIURCH
South Pleasant Grove
ity in our day. Had we given mitis-Z isSunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sem-. Cole's Camp Ground, 3:01T p.m.;
alone, but by every word of God''
T,G-Sheiton, Pastor
Sunday SchooLat 19:30 am. Har-1
earnest heed to the Bible story We
and Mt. Carmel at 7:30 p.m.
talk. 4:4).
day; e,"iurch services, 11:00 a.m.
should have known that it was so
-old Broatth, superintendent
The pa_stor_ Will fill all of these
Cbme..and feed,yiiiir__souL cui_the
Third Stinga;.:-._-Brooks
from the very begirining.
yorThip Service at 11:36 a Hi Sunday Se-hool 10 a.m., -14
ch Sunday; appointments and hold an Easter
_word of God..
Sunday Schr.,1_1.0.aa.
-Lassiter,
stiperintendent.
brought
The
wicked
men
who
filitt and third Sundays.
service--Thepublic..13.14vited.
Ps-caching service It am.
about the crucifixion of Jesus were church services 11 a.m.
Hazel Church'
Hill.
Sunday-Temple
Fourth
6:45
p.m.
B.T.U.
rest
in
His
not
Him
MURRAY
CIRCUIT
content
to
let
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. WilPreaching service 7:45 'fr.
grave. They had lusted after His Church services 11:00, a.m. Beti::';
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
liam Osbron, superintendent.
Special mutic by --the
life and they had taken that, but ' Sunday School 11700 each Sun- ' SEE:OUR
Worship Service at 11:00 RM -Qaartet at- the evening service.
First Sunday-Goshen -1i
- arn.; even as lie lay silent in the tomb, day, atatt-ohurch serviees 2:45 p.m.
.': -; secorti- Sunday- and at 7:--3-0
OF
the -priests and 1,he glivisees Came ,
A crirdhrt seclearne to all.
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
--Ja.Z.
conti and fourth Sundays,
•__
Second - Sunday-Martins'.Chapel to Plate and called Him "that deFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Yo.uth'Ilkliewship .at 8:45 p.m.
•"...tar...63) and demanded,a ape-.
11 a.m.; New Nom
-firsattnr-B.
-fierwyer,---Paalirtrie-o's Catholle Chureh
-----Mailim. ClIaatal
Miss Mabel Whiteker, Secretary
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m. dal guard.
North Twelfth Street
• Sunday School at 10:30 a.m.
and
They feared that His disciples
',
-I
Goshen 3 p.m.
Phone 75
. first. .third and:fourth Sundays
would perpetrate a fraud, and after
Services are held each Sunday Fourth Sundar-Sulpher Spiings stealing the body declare that He
and -at 2:00 p.m. ,second Sunday.
9:45 a m ; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
Dewey Ragsdale, S. S. Supt. •
is follows:
_ Willie Crai&superiptendent. - '
was risen. Wicked and deceitful
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
DM'
Worship Service .at 11:30 am. . First, third, and fifth Sundays
'
hearts can. imagine all sorts of Ronald Churchill, T.
Sulpher Springs treachery on the part of others.
Ethel Chaney, Student Secretary
See. at 10 o'clock; second and fourth Fifth ...Sunday
fourth Sunday and 3:oo
11 a.m.
MORNING
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
ond Sunday.
The hatred of unbelievers toward
9:30 art.
Christ and toward His followers Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
knows no stopping place. In civil- Morning Worship
,
EVENING
ized lands and among cultured peo'
6:15 p.m.
ple it operates under a cloak of re- Training Union
'spectability, but it is nonetheless Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
..•.......
.
.
bitter and relentless in its pursuit of Prayer Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30
r
Him and of His church.
p.m.
H. The Victory of Cbrfst (28:1-6).
.
41111
Victory
and
praise
should
be
the
Illinat i
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
CASH PAID FOR
r
AO
keynote of Christianity. Why should
L. T. Daniel, Pastor
EGGS AND
We be doleful and sad? Our Lord
FIRkai PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor

0
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"RANGER"
Extra mellow

"ROBIN"
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STOCK

'6"
011.411t PORTIS

• Fencing,. Barbed
Te,!,Wire
phone Wire
•Chick Fountains,
Feeders, Feeds &
Poultry Netting
• Plow Gear
• Farm and Garden
Tools

-

_
Nature's own colors- .. Suntan..Grecnspray,
-Silver-cloud and Woods-brown ... will bring A
.les to
‘Vrit-lifting
note to your wardiobe. St,
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• face and build
fit
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"Front The Heart" .
. AIL Then the Christian is to live a prayer This is the .14s1, ankle of this series in the
will
'he,cries
lime,.
Next
week
a
a
Ledger
tut, obedient life, observing God's precepts and
gin in the Murray Democrat according to our
rracticitig the "Pure religion and undefiled beplan as laid out al. the inauguration of this
fore God and the' Father . . . to visit the
.r.
series.
.
-er"
'
fatherless, and widev.s in their afflictions ,and
•
to keep himself us•potted from the •world.We trust % ou have read o ith interest and
pri.fil, and have searched your Bibles to cornfizz:J:21i. Note, this is "pure religion."
oar' what.vve 11.1VP said with the real source
re-Since there are some vt ho do not know the
ot all teething that man „should follow in
teachings of Churches of Ctfrist, let me point
ligion. Please do not take the Scripture.: given
out to you the Bible teaching and hence our
obedience
w hich emphasize the necessity of
belief as to what repentanee and faith are
and infer that we believe or the Bible if`SPhet;4
Paul declared: "Now faith is the substione
that- obedience other than "from the heart"
of things hoped for. the evidence of things not
can arail. The Bible is very careful. to deis trust,
e-tn•- In our common language it .
,
mand obedient?, yet never neglectful of the
Lidief. confidence. There is only one faith in
fact that it Oust ., he "from the heart.'; That.
-Iiii'., though men would have you believe
is 14 hat sae have been trying to teach: No out
there are more. :Eph. 4.51. There is no such
'hard art of obedience is acceptable unless it is
term in the Bible as "Ilictorical faith." (•hrist's
prompted h'faith. inch. 11:6; Jno. 8:211. But
claim to a place in oar hearts is such -that it
the fact that fakir- is necessary, does not in the
is impo.sible to believe Christ without beleast remoVF the renteneibllity of obedience.
Devine on Christ. These are man-midi- din'and nullify the many passages on this ,eubjett.
tinetiorm it is possible to believe on Christ
(if course to adeeift,- that man must obey God
without living saved-that is our faith man'
conditional.
and
is
is to admit that •alval
i Read Jo.
he dead. not alive. not active.
to acquiesce to this is to say that God has
12:42: Jas. 2:20-25i. These are the Bible disprovided ,aiv.itioa for ail, and has 'Oared upon
Ilkictions. Man:A-post make no other. This faith
man the responsibility of accepting that salthe "one -taith," comes from hearing the vi ord
sation according to His aiod's1 terms Orin'
s.
of (led. f.Rom. 10:11). HOW else could faith
hot. This is not a cold formalism. nor -nieri-'-'
comet' All sue knots of ('hrist's death. Iii.
torious salvation. It is the most God-fearitir
atenement,
and heaven, come from God's word
God-trusting, God-honoring plan known tin
.. the Bible,
mah. Man says. "Tord. I know my unworthi,
nest:. my Sinfulness, my inability to save myI_ ,And owe ran: ha no mistake as to what
self.. I trust you implicitly. Just command.
•rcperilame
•
is It sue will take the Bible. Re
and I oat obey: point the way. and I Oill go
pentance is a change of heart-the Bible heart.
therein." Who 'trusts God fears Dim. and
which includes the affections, desires, thoughts,
honor, Hint more than this man?. Not one'
and intents of man. It is not something that
example can be found in the Bible 3% here God
comes in a flash. It comes of deliberation
blessied cr saved A man who did not honor
Man seeing his sinfulness and God's mercy and
Him 'by obeving Him.
love, turn, himself to ('hrist, with faith that

I

has come back victorious from the
grave! We may be glad' and singeven in the midst of earth's sorrows and distresses. Let praise be
the employ of our lips constantly•
as we worship Him and work for
Him.
The picture that greeted the surprised eyes of the two women as
they came to the grave, as it began .
to dawn on the first day of the week,
was one resplendent with the glory .
and majesty of God. The earth
quaked as the lightning-flashed. The
angel of the Lord broke through the
supposedly unbreakable seal of
'Rome and rolled back the stone
which was to have permanently
closed the door to the tomb.
This was done, not to release
Christ-for He had already gone, no
grave could hold Him-but that men
might see the empty grave and know
that lie was risen. Other religions
keep the graves of their . founders.
Christianity points to an empty
tomb.
To the foes of Christ represented
by the keepers, the coming of the
angel and the revelation of the pow•r of God brought absolute discom1 Attire. That is still true. Men will
argue with theology, *church methods, even Christian profession, but
when they see the power of God revealed, they can only be "as dead

carting.

you'll en

comfoit - weights

Come right.in!

Graham 84,Jackson

CREAM
hool,.10-.00 am. HarSunday Sc.
ist
din Morris, superintendent.
Morning Worship, 11:00 a.m.
Training Union, 700 p.m . J. J
Roberts, director.
Evening Worship, 8:00 p.m.
•
Mid-week prayer se?vice at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday.
W.M.U. meets each second and
fourth Wednesday.
HA., GA,, and Y.W.A. meet
Wednesday night.

• .

of
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makes a room
Lovely awlNew
agahi with

Mrs. W. E-Day bf the Blair corn- I
munity in Harlan county Ka.; camstructed• an- electric brooder and •
hai 250 chicks started.

RIONTOP

OF
GOOD SHOES
Art Vey:. cued liTia
.0E5

70,0
a I'

STAR BRAND

To the friends of Ohrist, the angel
brought comfort and assurance.
In Star Brand shoes you can he sure
Their fears were assuaged by his
of rugged c ,nsteustion that gives
word of comfort, and then their faith long wear.
... of correctness thad as.
was revived by the assurance that sores comfort . of moderate owe*
i Christ was risen. The resurrection that sate you inoney. More than
declares that He is the Son of God that, Star Brand shoes have 10-Way
I with power, the Saviour- of the '-Built-In Fit.
.1114
world.
Il The Joy of Christ's Disciples
Yes,$2.98! That'a all it costs for "brand new," beautiful walls-when you paint with Kern-Tone Miracle
Wall Finish. What's more, you'll get as fine a finish
as you can buy because quality Keen-Tone is a new
and different resin-oil paint-rich,handsome,durable I

[(28
T:1
17e followers
Rowers of Christ had their
share of fear and unbelief, but It
was quickly overcome by Joy and
assurance as they knew that their
Lord was risen.
The note of great Joy is highly
appropciate on Easter Sunday, but
Just as proper an every Sundayyes, every day of the Christian's
life. He is risen from the deadI
That settles all questions about Hi
deity, His power. His salvation. It
meets the problems of our lives with
an unfailing word of confidence and

says "Lord, what will thou have me to do?''
4-.
As vip, alid1Sefore. very -ten's mill contend
(Acts 9:6L iltrad Matt. 2028. 29; Acts 26:20
.....
•
that there is Milking for man. to do. and men
for a (tele conception of repentance). In re oho once preached that there is nothing man ,..).
pentance Christ and the Father becefre the
ran do, are now' proclaiming that there are al .
center of our lives.
lea..t two all-impertant, conditions of salia- .
Bon. So admitting that salvation is condi- •In coming to'Christ or must accept Him as
tinnal may we all seelelo !mow what the conan all-sufficient personal Saviour. Every prom
direction
ditions are and comply, with thitn. trusting iSP of his must be trusted, every
God to &lye lpi. To the alien shiner 1.11111.
Joyfully accepted, and each of Ilia commands
itErENTANc.F.. AND BAPTISM, upon a ton
willingly obeyed. This Indeed makes him
fession of that faith are the required corn-. - , Lord and master in our lives and hearts, t or
minds. (Mk. 16:16; Acts 2:211; Acts 22:16;•AcOt
this. Churches of Christ plead.
,

Be sure to note that swell good
news must.not be kept to ourselves.
We should emulate the seal of the
;
i.disciples, who "departed quickly"h
make it known to their familievind
, friends. The story of the vVorious
Saviour is still unknown/to many
thousands-possibly wr'shoukt say
millions., Let.someorur depart quickly to tell them ocresus. And don't
forget to ask ypdrself, "Should that
someone be plc?"
Jesus rn,pt them on the vrayi 'with
a greet g of peace, lie iov'es to
felio41ip with His people as they Co
is errands. , You will find Him
Cr. awaiting,your taming.

Welcome To The Churches Of Christ
' I
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4. INTENSE HIDING!
5, DRIES IN ONE HOUR!
6.80 "PAINTY" ODOR!
7. CLEANS EASILY!
8. LOVELY.NEW.COLORS!

1. TOR FINEST DECORATION!
2. COES ON LIKE MAGIC!
3. ONE COAT COVERS most
wallpapers, painted walls and
vrallboatdi;

Iltoorn for grownp
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2. Cort•lated heel
to boll in
3. No b.ndin
instep
di.
confo,,e,ng
ocrA•1
huggong
Ankh,
5.
top fines

6. Snug, pew.
shaped heel
7. Straoght to,cid
lasts
I. Frt. ocheer
/1•.•beloty
9. Solt, durobl•

5••

UM-TONE TRIMS,

Q,]ick, easy way to apply Kern- g ono
Tone

Smart wall border
trues. Pre- 1
We
pasted ...

$298
Mal CAL.

Paste Form

your dee,w-lae dealer for FR

31
,
134,1
10.

Ragged, bong
weorini soles

NATIONAL
STORES
CORP.

Buy that extra War Bond now.

AEk

KEM-TOSE RIXTER4OATES

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
North Fifth Street

Murray,

;
-1-eirphorre 323

Kgntucky

MURRAY'S ONLY EN('141.-SIVE PAINT ANIT WALLPAPER STORE
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_
Navy Issues Renewed
Call For WAVES
-

Thelrea Green ii-sa•-•ri 11utsao1AthdL aaapq . .

N1.;1.
k'•
lit, I .1.1N.N Lut re McrItt
sar,
a, a, ,ant, on
`,"-a•tvd Arra M01111,,
looks very hanne-me we-aring_ tee 't ctrc•I
,

TIMES, MURRAY, RENTUCKY

Bible Institute .To
Priority Grouping
Bookmobile Service From Murray State - Begin tlt Sugar Creek For New Low Tire . Church Friday Night Quotas Announced ,

•

travel to usential establishments - on
request ta perform necessary technice' services.'such as advisers on
machinery maintenance problenis.
Grotto I
• ke • in all other 'The Navy -Reeruiting Service in
•
I persons eligible for Grade I pas- Louisville has jord announced a reA prefirentiall list of occupanewed call for enlistments in the
lions to. govern distribution othe benker Itees. ,
WAVES.
limited -supply of new passenger
Truck and tractor tire quotas for
ear tires was announced by OPA April show a slight Increase
Women between 2fr and 38, in
over
Tuesdiay, as local effects of the the March figures. The
April, al- good-h.:alth and with a hieh sehocl
drastic cut in quota for April be- lotments fpr Louisville. District
are: education -are in:dited to visit the
came known.
7.50 truck tires, .3.035; 8.25 truck nearest - Navy Recruiting Station
The 64-county Louisville OPA tires, 1.230; 7.50 tractor tire,
262; for farther information.
------ District!-"haS "ri quota of 9:719 pas- 823 tractor tires, 173.
senger car tires for April, as cornpaned with T6.664 for March -a
P\
reduction of 7.055 tires or, 42 per
p...
Recruit:
jollied the Army for
v
N
tient.
V
three reasons: 'First. I wanted to
1n -corder to channel the reduced_ fight for my -Country.
Second. I I
quota _to persons whose. transporta. knew it would build
nke ut phyTh. Emmett Blevens Co.
lien', reeds are moist essential to sically.. Third. they
1
,t
•
came and gut
the war effort, eligibles are classiManufactory -Establ..hed 191u 0
5-10Sr,*
K. N
fied into four preference groups.
Grolip I I first priority) includes persems whose occupations are of f
enwrgeney nature--eligible_.physician,:, public health nurses,- police,
and employees of critical war inThe ideal fertilizer for flowers, gardens, yards,
dustries.
plant beds, strawberriei, tobacco and tomatoes.
In Group !Imre others whose ocPacked in 100 pound bags. Price $3.00 per huncupations are highly imiiertant to
the war earl?" such as farmer:,
dred; 1000 pound lots, $2.75.
farm workers, arid relsresentell% •
of management. labor and govei n meet who recruit for -essential establishments.
New location across the street from the Murray
Group III includes such occupa- I
Stock Yards. Phew 665
tions as buyers for essential establishments and persona wh..
•

, The Sugar Cr..'ek Baptist Church
10 yaasi,a 317.1.e_i• • Tee 'tti"tt.,tts ceter4unity
AyKn McClai.,.
Bible Instittlte will begin Friday
emirs reeette‘e • th-t-ir
the ;-,424i0.1
ZThLIII 41. 110 0-Croaelt - With Bl'o. T.
Artily tte past
WiThares
••••-•'k
V. Shelton as initial speaker for
Guth: :‘• Oshion and chita br,ttici-.11-law o
-M.'the 2-dae meet.'according to Bro.
me,. Eon eelk n.
andBur.tin Rich:erson. pastes.. The provisitTS Lams Mitchell ha., been asPrYvickri?'e`•.1.
gram follow.:
!heir
par.
nts.
Mr
and
Mrs.
signed to Gen
- Friday night. 7:30, Bro. T. G.
A-rrey
RheluireaFtiday night,
br.,
'"het.
Cnflon
1,•rioeis
‘
lsonse.
Cpf Herbe%rt Dick
Daniels, '
in the Navy,
".• a 7- as ie..se
°verse., %eh Lot info-e-ed km,
. Saturday morning. 10:00, Tiro. E.
Others
ci7Ti.g
durieg
the
• Sloe ko. r Hateal
ra-,..r RI
A. Somers; Saturday morning.
::a.
'Mrs.. Laurin.)
ar
(el., •
River was ,
11:00. Bro, G. R. Puckett; Sattirday
McC:ur"..
,.-•
Hospeal for 1: ....,;r04 • • re
afternot..h. 1:00, Bro, J. H. Thurwet,Ite--mr„.
e M !,711r liah 1 and M.o.- Annie
man:. •Saturday_ afternoon,
.
.
2,:00,
•
\V ::.•
:
._
11.1:Clur:1 are
Bro., L.-D.- Wilson; Saturday night,
di t•nsideaablo, oi
Mrs Dulcie Swann Douglass, bookmobile librarian of the Murray State 7:30. Bro. H. F. Paschall; SaturNoutt
Ma, v wen' .A
!
eaently
A trey__,:ts-41
:1 a College regional service. and Mrs Pat Thompson, R.P D.. Hazel. Kentucky, day night: 8:30. Bro. B. B.
Sawyer.
families Mr ro.d -Mr- GI, n:•cri ' hat.ae ktaegms ta. ohina-ey dawn exchange a joke as the bookmobile arrives on its monthly visit to the
''Everkv one is cordially `invited
d t • Gearee Thompson
Wis: hart and Mr arai Mrs Jaa.c, a•The house
to atteilir any and all of these serhome, Which serves as a book deposit forthe neighborhood. a
, Flee! oral
A .b.oc.ont st..re build- !
Wisehart "he pasi aeak
vices:- Bro. Riciaerson said. "Lunth
•
Mr, S.a..iinati
ho -ter. m 11a-1, 4442
Ace
' •
will -be served by the church Sater of gaearol
Pr4
'
N kit4Wf.
'
bl"W''
urday. Came and hear these men
the
tap
blAkri
Off
taf
4.
Cnnened_
drives
btr.-tcy
of God preach. Come praying for
died th. past cc, ek R. v "Robvrt I er s st,ek bain.
each service-.
Hart of n.• .r Pr ,• ;
,•,oed
Mr. and Mn
'
ftmer.0, ser‘,-4 •
C• r.c rd
"
4 ,
••••
When a child can be ,brought to
wire
1 1.'5 GETTER
MIIrra
:
11
uf Chria:
I
It-or', not from fear or punishh
purca.ted
a mw chift 10 LET bt INA
mud C. .
n:be and Mrs. Mitchell a nervy I
ment. but _fruill repentance for his
CeiECK YOUR.
•
Laclit-r. Mr. MeCI-u-se- 4:nought- BRAKES NOW
o t'fcrice.
navilS no chasUsenaint,
laeire nice fish and all enjoyed
THAN HAVE ME
--Hor-roe .Mann
fish supper at Jesse McClure •
CHECK 'EM AFTER
Annie Willis:. •
,
NH ACCIDENT!
Macedonia peach and, plum
M. Duncan and daughters of Pa:
.hards are heavy laden with blosducrah, Turnlay:
I 'orris •
Mr. anti Mrs. Charlie Cliya• and
Dewey Williams pf, Vet", .•
ad% Lizzie .0abroneentL,41.91-ttli*
• .-.)ree -bat-trate Kentucky
:nu ootheraavers Sunday vialters at
Ile has three sans servInie Uncle
E. I. Du Pont De
111...lim Mrs. A. B. Cloys and farm:,
Sam
Petha Eve-i--rett wes
-• -Gums:: Who-11)
Nernerurs & Co.,
'-H
and fs
• stirren-here_ove_rsea. Another son.
r'vt Chare Brent. I, oversea. and
:it the..
third sera Speight -Wells. volunWe-wish to estpress our Ancere
Ice_ the Nary.
.- appreciatian to our neighbors and
Indiana Ordnance,
R ,bett Hendon. ,v.-ha was
!rierids t or assistance. sympathy
Works
d
action ..nd
-flamer*.doeing-tbra.'illness.
al
, cY
C.opiztrwt-i.)n
'PC"'
a be'-fra7.4.itig---i-i-v...Y-Zif liu-i dear Fit6i:
•
,
Tex
There are .500C-', .exer passenger cars on the reads of America
"Rocket PoWder Plant"
band and father: Mr. William Jasttictity than ther,e• were to 1941. No 'new cars wilr he Manufactured
• Mrs M...r.•
Mitch,-fl Vierted
per Shankle.., We also desire er
in Southern Indiana
this year
he
Mr arci Mr- Eleaus
supply
present
of
for
be
cars
saved.
must
vital warSun-1
time (taus",ortation. Last year traffic accidents elareed the lives of thank Bra. Kingston and wife-and
• •
and Mra.-Work weft-31E 116Tir. Brie1•••••10:,"7-Z11,000 persons, and injured tra0,000 more. To heft)" conserve
aims
war.- afterto oinks and redece thr appailine toll of trathe• sectdent f
fatal1ities and Dr. Hale of Murray and G.:IL
and one-half .for all hour •
, and injuries, the International Associatio.n of Chiefs of Police will
bert Faneral Home • May G11
in extess of forts
-I" Conduct a nationwide automobile brake-Check.program fr-om April 15 bless each of you.
•
W • ,,
to June 1. The police incite car owners- to cooperate, by• putting their
Transporution Advancet_
,'
raisin
-top
meihardcandliiari:
Room and board available on
and children
Pro.ject site for ernployee.

r Choi

Nation's Police Plan Safety _Program

Construction
Laborers
Needed

LEGS, ARMS!"E‘.

1

.•

T,

r--,1 -, 1300NES

repre.entAti‘p.
irtter‘i6s, Anil hire at.

War Manpower
Commission
United States •ment !,irvice
•

i SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Save 10 to 20"

Court Halls,

(

'Lassiter fiiII News

On Cash ,and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning.
'

3layfit4(1, Ky.
Each Wednesday

1
rb. 9

NIGHT COUGHS

SATURDAY-SUNDAY

PARKER SEED STORE

NOTICE
. The Callaway .County Sell Improvement Association will receive written bids on the following
pieces of agricultural machinery listed below until 2 p.m.. April .2..1945.
One cultipacker with added
3 miles east of Kirksey.
One cultipacker with added
2 miles north of Penny.
. One culttpacker with added
miles northeast of Kirksey.
_One cult.wacke; wilt added

equipment

for

moving on road--Located. at B. W. Edmonds farm

equipment for movingwon road-Located at 0. V. Tither-114
equipment for moving on road-Located at C. B. Tidwell's ton
-in 2
equipment for moving on road-Located at H. G. Girlish% farm at --

One cuittpacker with added equipment for moving on road --Located at Johnnie Walker's fal-m
4 miles south of Kirksey.
One lime.'spreader- -"Located at John Cunningham's farm 1 mile southeast
Kirksey.
One lime spreader Located at It W Edinotid'.; farm 3 miles east of Kirksey.
MO- WM be reeetted on Defi-VtgdIginirnt as-ifidi-ViduaT Matti-netIndlette- Whetchine you are bidding on is loeated. Submit all bids to:

rreafti-

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
504 West Main..Murray, Kentucky
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KEN MURRAY
AS THE M.C.

"JEWELS OF IRAN"

Benton, K.\
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KENT TAYLOR
MARGARET LINDSA
JOHN CARRADIN
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